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The Enigma of Islamic Art
The expression 'Islamic Art' is at once both
simple and complicated. Generally speaking, it
refers to the art made by people who profess the
faith of Islam. But whether we can make a strict defini
tion of such a thing as an artistic phenomenon has both
raised, and continues to raise, serious doubts among
researchers and writers. Some of them prefer to see more
worldly origins for art, in terms of the culture from which
it emerges. Others support the notion of the continuity of
a specific 'national' culture which is determined by hav
ing a common language or territory.
So far so good. However, everyone will understand
what we mean if we speak of 'the art of Islam' and even
more so when we refer to 'the art of Islamic peoples.'
This reflects the fact that in the art referred to with this
term - in all its manifold and radiant forms - a number
of characteristics that are fairly easy to recognize, repeat
edly return.
There is a clear distinction between the objects made
during the Islamic period and works by the same peo
ples from a pre-Islamic time. And the distinguishing
characteristics provide a fairly clear division between art
forms that arose contemporaneously in places where
several religions were practised. Clearly, all this is highly
relative. The roots of Islamic art in the pre-Islamic cul
tures of Iran, Central Asia, Egypt, China, India and other
regions are well known and enthusiastically studied.
However, ideas concerning these roots are regul arly
adjusted, often in accordance with prevailing Islamic
politics and ideology. Traditions flow in and out of each
other and give rise to new creations. This is an expres
sion of the universal and synthetic nature of Islamic soci-

ety which forms one worldwide community
for all Muslims.Not surprisingly, Islamic art and
that of non-Muslims from the same region, has
much in common. Indeed, the unity often remains
because in the course of time qualities emerge in one
world which in fact characterize the other.
The characteristics of Islamic art are: abstract designs,
a wealth of rich decoration, and a tendency to avoid of
human or animal shapes. This may be summarized in
one single and all-embracing expression: the language of
Islamic art. Many of the details may or may not be imme
diately linked with the ideological foundations of the
culture, or cultures, of Islamic peoples, through the reli
gion. It is a double connection: Islam has determined the
appearance of certain features, such as abstract design,
and in their turn many of the features of art serve as
unobtrusive and often hazy propaganda for the basic
values of the Islamic way of life.
Nothing shows so clearly the unique nature of Islamic
art as a comparison with the pre-Islamic heritage of
Syria, Egypt and Iran. Because so much remains, it can
easily be seen how within a short period an entirely new
artistic language has developed. The origins of this lan
guage remain a mystery.
The Islamic conquest certainly spread the cultural her
itage of the Arabs through a large part of the world, but
this fails to explain the radical changes and pluriform
synthesis that came as a result. The one explanation of
the enigma is, for the time being, to acknowledge the
dynamism in the Islamic spirit which, passionate and
forceful, found an aesthetic form which was both expres
sive and convincing.

The World of Islam
Islam is one of the three monotheistic religions
which arose successively in what in Europe is
called the Middle East. They were, in order,
Judaism, Christianity and Islam and distinguished
themselves from other great world religions in that
they believed in only one God, the Creator of the
world and all living things. This one God, is the
same in the three religions but called differently by the
name of Yahwe (Jehovah), God, and Allah. The three
religions have a common history, in which the patriarch
Abraham (Ibrahim in Islam) appears as a key figure. He
was the first man to reject the then customaty worship of
idols. Indeed, he was even prepared to sacrifice his own
son for his belief. This is why these three religions may
be referred to as the 'Abrahamic' religions.
The holy scriptures of the three religions more or less
follow each other chronologically in date of writing. The
Hebrew Bible forms the Old Testament of the Christians
who see in the prophecies concerning the Messiah, ref
erences to the life of Jesus Christ. Islam, in its turn, rec
ognizes both the Tora of the Jews and the Gospels of the
New Testament, but considers that both Jews and
Christians have debased the original teachings about
God, have turned to the worship of idols, and above all
have distorted the idea that there is only one God. For
Muslims, the Christian concept of the 'Son of God' and
the Trinity (Father, Son and Holy Spirit) appear some
what unsubtle. The Qur'an was given to Muhammad· by
Allah as the final definitive Word (in Arabic qur'an
means a reading, or recitation) which comes forth from
the eternal heavenly source.
The bearer of this 'third testament', the message of
Allah, was the prophet Muhammad, the son of Abd-Allah
from the mercantile city of Mecca. This city lies inland in
the Arabian peninsula, along the ancient trading routes
ti1at criss-cross the deserts and oases of Arabia .
According to the Qur'an, Allah continually sent people,
one after the other, prophets and messengers to warn
the world, teaching about the way of righteousness and
adjuring people to convert to faith in Him. Among these
prophets were Moses and Jesus. However, the prophets
were either murdered or - if they were received - their
teachings were soon rejected and people continued to

pursue their more bestial urges. Finally Allah
'sent' His last prophet, as a final warning. This is
called 'the seal of the prophets'. For in the same
way that a seal on a document confirms what it
contains, so Allah confirmed the words of earlier
prophets and now completed the text (nothing
further may be added to it).
Muhammad, chosen by Allah to be His Prophet,
summoned people to repent for the final time, gave
them the laws by which to lead a righteous life, and pro
claimed the original text of the holy scriptures.
Thereafter there would be no way out. A terrible
Judgment Day would arrive when the dead would arise
from their graves to be judged for their deeds and either
punished with Hell or rewarded with Heaven.
Muhammad was an ordinary man with a keen sense of
the spiritual misery that was rife around him. He was
forty when Allah began to speak to him, either directly
or via the archangel Gabriel, and commanded hirn to go
and preach Islam to people. This preaching implied
among other things obedience to Allah and faith in his
uniqueness and all-powerfulness. After some initial
uncertainty both about himself and the nature of his holy
inspiration, Muhammad began to preach with great con
viction, proclaiming to his fellow countrymen what God
had said to him.
These words, the direct messages from Allah to
Muhammad intended for all people, are the source of the
Qur'an. The holy text was first delivered orally and later
recorded on parchment and paper.
It became the cornerstone of Muslim spiritual life,
basis for their rituals and - most important for us - the
fundament for their artistic ideas and the source of their
artistic creation.
Allah foretold the terrible Last Judgment Day and
described the horrors of the end of the world, the suffer
ing of sinners in Hell and the blessed nature of the gar
dens of Paradise. As illustration he recounted how
prophets and peoples from the past had been judged for
their lack of faith. He summoned people to turn aside
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from paths of wickedness and to convert to the true faith
in the One who had created humankind and provided
them with all things necessa1y.
Many of Muhammacl's fellow-townsfolk rejected his
preaching. They wanted to continue living as they had
always clone. Persecution forced Muhammacl to flee
from Mecca in 622 with a group of his supporters. He
established himself further north in Yathrib where the
local folk received him enthusiastically as their spiritual
and political leader. The year and clay when Muhammacl
moved, 16 September 622 is called the Hegira and was
later taken to mark the beginning of the Muslim era.
Shortly after this, Yathrib changed its name to Meclinat
al-naabi, meaning 'the city of the Prophet' and now
known as Medina.
The Muslims spread their message with the word and
with the sword. Followers of Muhammacl waged war
against Mecca, ending in the capitulation of the city and
the destruction of all the idols that stood around the holy
place of the Kaaba. The Kaaba itself, which contained
set in its northeastern wall - the Black Rock originally
sent by Allah from heaven, became the centre of Muslim

ritual and the place of remembrance. After the Great
Flood, which destroyed the Kaaba, it was recreated by
Abraham who came here to visit his son Ishmael (who is
the forefather of the Arabs). The entire ritual of remem
brance, called the hajj, is dedicated to the memory of
Abraham, who wrestled with temptation and was even
prepared to sacrifice his only son to God.
The hajj became incorporated into the basic rules of
Islam and the Islamic way of life. Beside this, faithful
Muslims believe that 'there is no god but Allah and
Muhammacl is His messenger. ' Further, they must
observe the holy month of Ramaclan, must pray five
times a clay, either at home or in the mosque, and on
Fridays they must participate in special community
prayer which has a great symbolic value for the huge
Islamic community spread across the globe. They must
also give alms to the poor and donate a portion of their
possessions to the needy. The Qur'an consists of power
ful texts discussing the main points of faith, episodes
recounting histories of holy figures, and general pre
scriptions for a pure life. It has rules appertaining to
inheritance law and the relationships within the family

The Great Mosqu e in Mecca with the h o ly place of the Kaaba in th e centre

Majnu n in Kaaba (Ka'bah)
(m in iature from a "Kham sa"
by Nizam i)
Herat, 10 Rabi 11 835 1 16 December 1431
Paper, gouache, gold. 23.7 x 13.7 cm
The State Herm itage Museum, St Petersburg

The miniature from a manuscript copy of

Khamsa by Nizami scribed by the
calligrapher Mahmud in 1431 in
Herat for sultan Shakhrukh shows an

The Story
of Lay/a and Majnun.

episode from the poem

The poem says that Majnun's father rook him
to Mecca to make a hadjj to the holy place.
Thus he hoped to cure Majnun from his mad
love to Layla, a girl from another clan. When
they came to the holy Kaaba the father said
to his son: "Take hold of the ring on the holy
Kaaba and pray the tortures of love leave
you." The lines of the poem included into the
miniature's composition say that after these
words Majnun sprang up "like a snake" from
his place, grasped the ring on the door of the
Kaaba and began to pray his love grow even
greater.
In the miniature one can see the Great
Mosque in Mecca with the Kaaba in the
centre, surrounded with a crowd of pilgrims
in white clothes, some buildings situated
round the holy place and part of the city wall
in the foreground.

campaigns. The armies of Islam overcame a large por
tion of the Near and Middle East. Their neighbours were
two powerful kingdoms, Byzantium and Sassanid Persia.
The latter was in decline; gradually Iraq and the ancient
Iranian territories fell under the caliphate , including
Central Asia as far as the border with China and north
India. Byzantium handed over Syria, Palestine and
Egypt. Armies of fanatic warriors, inspired by the faith of
Islam, penetrated the whole of north Africa, spreading
westwards and north into Spain.
Many of the great battles took place after the first
'righteous' caliphs had been succeeded by the Umayyad
dynasty from Mecca. They moved their capital to Syria,

and the wider commu nity, as well as the prohibition of
games of chance, drinking alcoholic beverages, and eat
i ng pork.
Th e teaching of the Qur'an was directed towards the
wh ole of humankind and prepared the way for the
expa nsion of its sphere of influence. Under Muhammad,
Islam conqu ered the entire Arabian peninsula. When in
632 he died, at the age of about 60, the politic al and spir
itu al auth ority passed to the caliphs (literally meaning
'follower' in Arabic).
Th e first four caliph s, called the 'righte ous le aders'
estab lished Mecca and Medina as their politic al centres
fo r their community. They also held extensive military
11
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choosing one of the oldest cities of the world: Damascus.
A great burgeoning of new Islamic art and culture found
place under the Umayyads, based on a system of spiritu
al and politi-cal instructions. Those who exercised this
authority were the local population. They created highly
impressive objects which became imbedded in the
ancient artistic traditions of Syria, Egypt, Iraq and Persia.
As a result, local artists made use of their indigenous tra
ditions for the benefit and indeed the glorious reputation
of their new society. The old forms of decoration and
luxuriance were turned into ways of glorifying Islam and
its followers.
It should be noted here that the political system in the
conquered territories was a model of gradual assimila-

tion. Non-Muslims were allowed to retain their former
religion but were heavily taxed. Gradually, most of the
conquered peoples chose to follow the new faith.
A clear illustration of this is given by two architectural
monuments from the days of the Umayyad dynasty: the
Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem (completed in 691) and
the Umayyad mosque in Damascus (built in 706-714). In
the architectural methods and principles of these build
ings, as well as the ornamental motifs and the mosaics, it
is easy to find parallels in Christian architecture and
Persian decorative art. In the Islamic world, however,
monuments were created with an ideological aim, that of
preaching the triumph of Islam. This embraced among
other things the ties with ancient religious traditions,

The Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem

the abstract concept of 'God', and the descriptions of
Para dise. This agenda dictated the style and a11istic lan
guage in which flamboyant ornamentation and luxurious
ma teria ls mix and merge with an almost iconoclastic
a sceticis m.
The Umayyads continued to wage war and built a state
in which Byzantine brilliance was toned down by the
traditions and practical wisdom of the Bedouin desert
ru lers. This period was full of civil wars between various
grou ps who had tasted the sweets of power and didn't
wa nt to let go. One of the wars ended in 750 with the
a nnihilation of the dynasty and the transition of the title
of ca liph to the Abbasid dynasty, whose claim to rule
was based on close family ties with the Prophet - they

were descenda nts of his uncle, Abbas ibn Abd al
Muttalib
One Umayyad prince managed to escape the family
massacre of 750 and founded his own Umayyad
caliphate in the Spanish city of Cordova, assuming the
title of Abdulrahman I. This marked the beginning of the
inevitable decline of the united Islamic state, with the
independent development of Islamic art in Spain. One
aspect of this was that the Syrian-Byzantine tradition
came into contact with the customs and tastes of barbar
ian Europe. The result was a sophisticated and elegant
art with its own peculiar characteristics but which, with
all its peculiarities was still part of mainstream Islamic
art- abstract, decorative and extravagant.

Less exuberant but no less impressive, were the styles
of Islamic Spain and North Africa. The horseshoe-shaped
arches and the combination of red and white lines in the
architecture, the pale blue leaves with golden lettering of
the Qur'an and the wealth of bone carving characterize
the Spanish variation of this dominant artistic language.
In the course of the 9th centwy the Abbasid caliphate
and its rulers were overthrown by a new military power.
Turkic tribes of the Saljuq dynasty were the new major
political force. Under them traditional rulers were placed
on the throne, which was once again located in Bagdad.
In the meantime the Islamic world had changed into a
conglomerate of large and small kingdoms with a vary
ing degree of mutual dependence. The Saljuqs followed
a strictly orthodox form of Islam. Under their influence
and protection a strong Islamic theology developed pre
senting the fundamental principles of Islamic dogma and
of political organization.
Classical Islamic art gained its shape in particular in
the 1 1th century. At that time in many ways all kinds of
artistic customs were being circulated which for many
centuries were to characterize Islamic art. What hap
pened was that the taste of the Turkic steppes was over
laid upon the layers of Persian, Byzantine and Arabic art.
The cupolas and minarets became more regular, while
new standard designs came into vogue for decoration.
Metalwork witnessed the appearance of brass inlaid with
copper and silver, in which motifs are to be found from
China and India.
At the same time Egypt and part of north Africa were
ruled by the Fatimid dynasty who were descended from
Muhammad's daughter Fatima and his nephew 'Ali ibn

The Abbasids moved their capital to Iraq, the land of
the Sas sanids. In 762 they built a new city, their capital
Bagd ad, 'city of Peace' , vibrant centre of a mighty
emp ire . It was a huge city, with many palaces, mosques
and bazaars. After a while the caliphs grew tired of it,
and caliph al-Mutasim (870-892) built a new capital city
ab out 80 kilometres north of Bagdad. It was called
Su rraman-raa ('happy is he who beholds') or Samarra'. It
was a centre for study and scholarship, for bureaucrats
and warriors, with palaces, hippodromes, gardens and
mosques of enormous size . The famous Great Mosque of
Sa marra' was adorned with a spectacu lar minaret, which
had a spiral pathway leading upwards to its summit. The
pala ces were beautified with striking wood carving and
stucc o. The style of this carving determined to a large
exte nt the charact eristics of the plant orname ntation
from the Abbasid dynasty . The Abbasid s, then a world
p ower and coming from Persia, had a richer and more
mo nume ntal manner of constru cting their buildin gs,
their metal or ceramic domestic objects, their weapons
and their clothing , than did the Umayyads from Syria.
But for both dynasties the spirit and the style were one
and the same .

Alhambra

Two sheets jro ma Q u r'a n manuscript
Italy. 37 2/982-83
Ve l l u m , ink, waterco lours, gold; contemporary
b i n d i ng. 10 sheets. 17.6 x 25 cm
The Nasser D. Kha l i l i Collection, London
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La mp
Egypt, 1346 - 4 7
G lass, enamel, gilding. Height 36.2 cm
The State Herm itage M useu m , St Petersburg

Lamp with p endant
Syria or Egypt, 15th century
Glass, enamel, gilding. H eight (of the lamp) 32 cm
The State Hermitage M useum, St Petersburg

Prayer rug
Turkey ( Hereke), 1310 1 1893
S i l k. cotton. 150 x 247 cm
The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg

1-!ereke, a small city to the south-east from Istanbul, is renown all over the
world with its silk carpets covered with refined patterns. They are astonish
ingly dense: up to 1 5,000 knots in square decimetre.
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De1·vish holding a rosary
M u h a m m ed Yusuf
Iran, mid-17th century
Paper, I n d i a n i n k , watercolour. Leaf 36.5 x 25 c m , d rawing 13.3 x 7.8 cm
The State Hermitage M useu m , St Petersburg

The Safavid dynasty which came 10 power in Iran in the early 16th centUJy
received its name after shekh Safi ad-Din who, in the middle of the 14rh
century, founded a Sufic dervish order in Ardabil (north-eastern lnm, near
Tabriz). He was the firs! head of the order named the Safavije Order in his
honour. Since !ha! time on the Safavid shahs considered 10 be the heads of
this order and favoured 10 dervishes in general and ro Sufies in particular. So
it is no! a chance popularity of the images of Sufies and de1vishes among the
miniaturists from the second half of the 16th and 17th centuries. This is one of
the most favourite themes in the ar! of the lsfahan school which was wrned
!o by almost all the miniaturists of the school.

Dervish
Iran, early 17th century
Paper, gouache. gold. Leaf 27 x 19 cm, d rawing 14.8 x 7.9 cm
The State Hermitage M useu m , St Petersburg

Kashkul (begging b o wl for a dervish)
Signed by the craftsman Hajji 'Abbas
Iran. 1207 1 1792-93
Steel. gold. Length 2 7 cm
The State Herm itage M useum, St Petersburg
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and splendid garments embroidered with texts and
motifs.
In 1 099 Jerusalem fell to the Crusaders. Palestine came
under European feudal overlords whom the sophisticat
ed Byzantines and Muslims considered to be quite sim
ply barbarians. Much of Europe's cultural development is
thanks to the daily contact and the wars waged in the
time of the Crusades. Furthermore, these
wars and commercial
ties helped create a
kind of unity in the
Near East, turning it
into a general cultural
terrain where both
Christian and Islamic a1t was made in a like
spirit and often with like materials. There are
extant many objects which, as far as their
detail and motifs, are concerned illustrate the
enriching effect on Islamic art through
these contacts.
The Fatimids were driven out of
Egypt by the Kurdish Ayyubids, the
dynasty of the famous Salandin.
Following in the tracks of the
Ayyubids, Egypt was ruled for
several centuries by the
Mamluk dynasty, originally
slaves captured in war who,
from being commanders
of military units, became
the rulers of the
country. Under the
Mamluks, who were
both courageous war
riors and excellent
merchants in the Red
Sea and Mediterranean
areas, Egypt enjoyed a
period of great prosperity.
This is recorded in Cairo with
a number of remarkable archi-

Abi Talib. During an extended struggle for power they
developed a complicated religious law containing many
obscure principles and meanings which was only acces
sible for the initiated. Their stress on the inner signifi
cance of religion, on secret rituals and a secret system of
propaganda gave a unique attraction to the teaching of
the Fatimids, which was increased by the addition of a mystical 'sparkling' in their art.
products of Fa timid art, such as illus
trations on pottery, or motifs in
mosques and palaces, are
undeniably open to several
interpretations . With its
mysterious glowing colour
and suggestive layers, rock
Ciystal was one of the most
coveted materials.
The Fatimicls were powerful
rulers and would often make
use of art to assert their position.
They built the city of ai-Qahira
('the Conqueror'), today Cairo,
adorning it with mosques such
as the al-Hakim in which
grandeur goes hand in hand
with the ever-present possibil
ity for the individual to with
draw into contemplation
and prayer. The immeas
urable riches of the
Fatimids were used
in a demonstrative
manner. The Fatimid
caliphs organized huge
processions in which
countless gold objects, often
utensils, would be borne
along and revealed to the
crowds, along with enormous
bronze figures and candlesticks,
together with lamps of rock-crystal

Ewer
Iran, 8th - 9th century
Bronze (brass).
Height 38 cm
The State Hermitage M u se u m , St Petersburg
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tectural monuments from the period, as well as excep
tional glass lamps decorated with enamel, beautiful brass
objects with an intricate overall design, and manuscripts
of the Qur'an rich in stunningly vivid decoration.
The developed system of the state hierarchy, with its
extre mely complicated interrelations between persons
fro m different social strata stimulated the production of
piec es of arts which were to be gifts on solemn occa
sio ns and as such had to inform through their decor and
ins crip tions about the title and position of their owners
or the donator. The above-mentioned lamps as well as
num erous bronze items with an inlaid decoration
be ca me a kind of artistic symbol of the epoch too. The
rep e11ory of descriptions on bronze pieces became sig
nific antly wider. Sometimes they formed a series of
ge nre scenes, rather various by their content but unified
by the style of their execution. The world famous
Baptista ire de S. Louis is a monument of the greatest skill
a nd remarkable beauty. This huge copper basin pro
du ced in the early 14th century in Syria is inlaid in silver
and gold. D epicted on it are hunting scenes and feats of
arms of the ruler added with representations of figures of
his courtiers. The position in the court hierarchy of many
of them can easily be seen through heraldic symbols
dep icted on their glass and metal vessels.
The Mamluk fabrics and carpets with their splendour
are also obliged to the state dema nd in them. The manu
script Qur'ans produced under the Mamluks became

wonderful monuments of art too. The solemn, monu
mental aspects in decorative scripts (especially in the
Kufic and muhaqquaq scripts) and geometric orna
mentation covering the whole initial pages, in particular,
received a new impetus to their development. These
scripts became the highest sample of the mystic sense
implemented in the endless interweaving abstract figures
and lines. These striking manuscripts, as well as the rest
works of arts, were to especially stress the piety of their
donators whose name was obligato1y scribed, and not
once, on the copy. Thus social structures appeared to be
closely linked to art.

Mu hyi al-Din Lari. "Futuh al-Haramay n "
(p oetical description of Mecca and Medina)
M a n uscript
Mecca, 970 1 1562 - 6 3
Paper, gouache. gold; leather binding. 25 sheets, 25 x 17.5 cm
The State Herm itage M useum, St Petersburg

Futub al-Haram.ayn is a description of Mecca and Medina in
verses by Muhyi ad-Din Lari (born on the island of Lari in the Gulf
of Oman, died in 933/1526) written by him after his return from
Mecca and devoted to suhan Muzaffar ibn Mahmud-Shah
who 111led in Qudjarat in 1511-25.
This work wriuen in Persian is a so11 of a guide for Muslim pilgrims
who were to make a hajj to the Masjid ai-Haram (The Great Mosque
with Kaaba) at Mecca and the Haram ai-Nabawi (The Mosque of the
Prophet) in Medina. The book, evidently, appeared to be of great use
and was popular, especially in the 16th century. A great number of its
extant copies from that time is an evidence to it.
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Cmpet
Iran. 1st half f the 17th century
o
209 x 141 cm
Si l k. si lve � thre
se u m. St Petersburg
The State Hermitage

��

M eanwhile the Spanish Muslims fought
aga inst the western analogy to the
Cru saders - the Reconquista . They
still had enough strength to struggle
and equally to support and even multi
ply the brilliance of their culture. The
cities, remarkable with their monu
mental public buildings, grew. Even
nowadays one can admire the Hiralda
minaret of the Great Mosque in Seville
(1 2th centmy). It is a mighty one hundred
metres in height rectangular tower intricately dec
orated. Minarets of such a type are characteristic
for both Spain of the 1 1 th-1 2th centuries and
northern Africa which since that time on was
oriented towards Spanish artistic tastes in
all spheres of its artistic life. This type
of so-called "heavy" minarets, so
graphically differing from their narrow
and slender eastern fellows, became one
among other indications on artistic and stylistic
differe nces between the two parts of the Muslim
worl d. Thus, in Mahrib (north-western Africa), the
develop ment of Arabic scripts found a way of its own.
The Kairouan Kufic script in gold against a blue back
grou nd was added with a peculiar Mahribi script, where
the rou nd character of letters is combined with angulari
ty of their junctions. · This type of script is more intricate
an d is free of the tendency to keep proportions, so char
acteri stic of the Orient. Book miniatures here have some
thi ng in co mmon with the Eastern ones, but they devel
op ed rather severe traditions of the pre-Mongol Iraq
th ongh tinted with Anclalusian lyricism and using
Andalusian realias. Ornamental motifs developed by
Spanish architecture found their way into ceramic pro
du ction. Solemn and magnificent lustre ceramic vessels,
from s mall plates up to famous vases from Grenada,
i mp le mente d, in the literaty meaning of the word, all the
brilli ance of Andalusian culture in general and setved as
an important stimulus for the development of ceramic art
over the whole southern Europe. The mediato rs in the
p ro cess were, in particular, ceramists from Malaga who,
in the 14th centllly, used to produce lustre vessels for
both Mu slim and Christian customers at the same time.
At the same time, in the 1 3th centllly, the eastern part
of the Islamic world was attacked by the Mongols under
Ji ngghis Khan and his descendants. In 1 258, the armies
of Jingghis's grandson, Hulagu Khan, captured Bagdad
after a bitter and bloody struggle. Syria was the only
25

Tile

I r a n , second half of the 13th centu ry
.
Fa1ence.
pai nted in enamel. Diameter 10.3 cm
The State Hermitage M u seum . St Petersburg

Ewer
I raq, 8th - 9th century
Bronze {brass). Height 40.5 c m
T h e State Hermitage M useum, S t Petersburg

place where the Mamluks could offer resistance to the
fierce Mongols. The Islamic culture suffered a severe
blow; bloodthirsty massacres took place and countless
people, including many artists were killed. Also, many
palaces, mosques and libraries went up in flames .
Gradually, however, the aggressors converted to Islam,
became assimilated into the already centuries-old cul
ture, and indeed became its guardians. There are many
schools and styles in Islamic art that take their names
from dynasties of Islamic rulers whose roots lay in
Mongolia.
During the epoch of the Ilkhanians, in the 1 3th centu
ry, monumental architecture found its revival, with
coloured tile decorations of both interior and exterior
surfaces of the buildings being its main principle. The
famous Kashan tiles formed multicoloured patterns on
the walls, deep niches and covered columns of
mikhrabs. However, the revived ceramic production,
with its continuation of the traditions of the pre-Mongol
Persia, adopted a large number of motifs and subjects
from Far East (from China in particular). The intensifica
tion of cultural ties with China, the influence of its artistic
tastes and idioms are characteristic for the development
of the art born by the Mongol empire which politically
united Far East and Middle East. It was not but due to the
Chinese influence that the development of book minia
ture received a new impetus. Historical subjects
appeared that were to illustrate the widely spread
History by Rashid ad-Din. The tradition of producing

1.

Panel of tiles (detail)

I r a n . 17th century
Faience, polichrome painting. 95.5 x 23.4 cm
The State Herm itage Museum, St Petersburg

2.

Tile

Ira n . late 13th
Faience, painted i n l u stre. Diameter 12.2 cm
The State Herm itage Museum, St Petersburg

3. Tile
I ra n , second half of the 13th centu ry
Faience, painted in lustre and cobalt. Dia meter 20.5 cm
The State Herm itage Museum, St Petersburg

4.

Seven tiles

Iran, early 14th century
Faience, pai nted in gold. 15 x 15 cm
The State Herm itage Museum, St Petersburg

5.

Tile

Iran, second half of the 13th centu ry
Faience, pai nted in lustre a n d cobalt. Dia meter 21 cm
The State Herm itage Museum. St Petersburg
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forget the cult of the tulip in the Ottoman empire. After
all, the tulip was born in Turkey and still possesses great
symbolic value for Turks.
The merging of luxuriousness with the greatest refine
ment also characterizes the art from the period of the
Mughals, rulers of India who claimed decent from Timur,
or Tamurlaine. One of the wonders of the world, built in
Mughal style, is India's Taj Mahal, a mausoleum set up
by shah Jahan in memory of his beloved wife, the beauti
ful Momtaz Mahal. The objects from the treasures of the
Mughals, on show in this exhibition, glittering with pre
cious jewels, serve as symbols, as it were, for the later
period of Islamic art. They were taken to Russia by the
ambassador to the Persian government of Nadir Shah
who in 1739 demolished the Mughal state
and plundered the capital city of Delhi.
In the course of fourteen centuries
dynasty followed dynasty. Each in turn
ruled over part of the Islamic world and
each had its own ethnic, political and cul
tural peculiarities. The political structure
and the culture in the world of Islam changed
from age to age. Clearly, the art of 9th centmy
Egypt is totally different from that of Egypt in
the 18th century. And equally clearly, the art of
Muslims in 15th-century India varies markedly
from that of Morocco in the same period.
This will come as no surprise. However,
these vastly different historical periods
and geographical regions - including
China and Indonesia- share certain characteristics which may be recognized while
being difficult to describe. The shared
nature has many roots, but the
chief of these is the inspiration
based on Islamic traditions
and ideas. This also made it
possible for art to survive
through various political and
cultural scenarios.

new illuminated copies of the Persian epic poem Shah
Nameh received its continuation too.
An exceptional place is occupied by the Timurid
dynasty. Timur (known in the West as Tamurlane) who
claimed descent from Jingghis Khan, ruled in Central
Asia in the 14th century. He was a great warlord and
conquered Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq including B agdad,
Syria and Asia Minor. Timur moved his capital to
Samarkand (now in Uzbekistan) which he made into one
of the most splendid cities of the world. His descendants
also made their contributions: thanks to them remark
able architectural monuments appeared, richly decorated
with tiles bearing flower motifs, and graceful texts. The
special school of miniature painting, the
beautiful examples of elegant ceramics, and
the weaponry, all bore the exceptional
Timurid stamp.
In 1 453 Constantinople was captured
by the forces of the Ottoman sultan
Muhammad 11. Gradually the Ottoman
Turks took over the whole of Asia Minor,
together with the Near and Middle East and the
Balkans. For several centuries - into the 20th the Ottoman empire was a power to be reckoned
with in world politics. This vast kingdom revived
the arts of Islam by developing further the tradi
tions of the Mamluks from Egypt, Syria· and
Byzantium. Ideas in western Europe con
cerning Islamic culture and the daily life
of Muslims stem largely from impressions
gained about the Ottoman empire. The
characteristic social patterns of this commu
nity, with their luxury and ceremony,
find expression in the exuberance of
its art: brocade robes and turbans,
domestic ware, weapons and gar
ments encrusted with precious
stones and metals, the delicately
decorated ceramic tiles and pot
te1y with their blues and reds, not to
Lamp

M i d d l e Asia (Mavera n n a k h r), late 14th - early 15th century
Bronze {brass) cast, i n l a i d i n gold and silver.
Height 84.5 cm
The State Hermitage M useum, St Petersburg

A new type of lamps appeared in the 14th century, with a
figured base and a cylindrical or flattened ball-shaped reservoir.
Sometimes these lamps were ftxed to the bases of authentical
candlesticks from the 13th-14th centuries. Hence these objects
were sometimes mistakently taken for candlesticks.
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Monotheism and Ornamentation
Islam is a religion of an emphatic, almost
exalted, monotheism. The entire message of the
early preaching of the Qur'an was to abstain
from idolatry. To worship a person or a god other
than Allah, the Creator, was condemned by the Qur'an
as the most terrible sin a person could commit, as a mon
strous betrayal of the faith and traditions of one's ances
tors, who believed in One Indivisible God. It should be
noted here that the three world monotheistic religions Judaism, Christianity and Islam - all originated from the
same source in the Near East.
For Islam, monotheism was equivalent to knowledge
about the religion of the earliest people - something
that was often forgotten but continually revived by the
prophets. The idea that belief in Allah isn't something
new but rather the rebirth of an ancient religion, is of
great importance in Islam, for it emphasizes the tradition
stemming from Abraham which is also a central theme in
. Islam.
It is this total monotheism that arguably gave Islam the
right to call itself 'a more advanced religion' than those
of the patriarchs, since they deviated from the central
concept of an unshakeable faith in one God. The One
Indivisible God was held and still is in Islamic theology
as both sublimely simple and endlessly complex, some
thing both as intimately close as breathing and at the
same time immeasurably distant.
The Qur'an begins with the sura (chapter) tided al
Fatiha, the Opening Chapter. In it the essence of Islam is
so encapsulated that it became the most important text in
Muslim prayers:
In the name of God,
'Most Gracious, Most Merciful.
Praise be to God,
the Cherisher and Sustainer of the Worlds;
Most Gracious, Most Merciful;
Master of the Day ofjudgment.
Thee do we worship
and Thine aid we seek . .
Show us the straight way,
The way of those on whom
Thou hast bestowed Thy Grace,
Those whose (portion) is not wrath,
And who go not astray.

The original formulation of monotheism is
found in sura 1 12, al-Ikhlas, or 'Purity of Faith'.
The text has become one of the most important
elements in Islamic art. It is repeated in unending
sequence in calligraphic script round objects, round
buildings both spiritual and temporal, and on talismans:
Say: He is God, the One and Only;
God, the Eternal, Absolute;
He begetteth not, nor is He bego tten;
And there is none like unto Him.

It is fairly evident that this precise formulation is a con
crete rebuttal of both the Christian belief that God had a
son, and the heathen Arabians who, while recognizing
Allah, saw Him (God) as one among many gods.
Another passage in the Qur'an about Allah which has
acquired the nature of a powerful citation with exorcis
ing force, and is frequently used in Islamic calligraphic
ornamentation, is the aya (verse) known as the Throne
Verse (S.II:255):
God! There is no god but He - the Living,
the Self-subsisting, Eternal.
No slumber can seize Him, nor sleep.
His are all things in the heavens and in earth.
Who is there can intercede in his presence,
except As He permitteth ?
He knoweth what ( appeareth to His creatures as)
Before or After or Behind them.
Nor shall they compass aught of His knowledge
Except as. He willeth.
His throne doth extend over the heavens
and the earth, and He feeleth
No fatigue in guarding and preserving them.
For He is the Most High, the Supreme (in glory).

With regard to this aya, we may refer to one of the
problems that arise in connection with pure theology as
also with questions of an artistic nature. Namely, the aya
describes Allah seated upon a throne, and for some this
raises the picture of an earthly emperor. Indeed, other
parts of the Qur'an refer to the hands of Allah, or to His
actions which may well suggest similar human compar
isons. In Islamic theology of the classical period fierce
arguments arose over the question as to what extent

Detail of a carpet
Azerbaijan, early 18th century
The State Hermitage M useum, St Petersburg

L amp
I ra n , 987 / 1579-80
Bronze (brass), cast. engraved. H eight 40.7 cm
The State Herm itage M useu m , St Petersburg

The Hermitage lamp bears the exact elate of its execution
and the name of its owner on the torch-shaped reservoir and
the edge of the base:
"Its owner is Hajji Chelebi, 987".
Extracts from different poems by different authors are incluc\ec\ into
the ornament covering the surface of the lamp (in nasta'lig scribe).
Thus, the torch-shaped reservoir is carved with the verses by Katibi
Turshizi:
Tbat nigtb wben tbe moon ofyour face became tbe lamp
of our solitude,
The candle melted [for it] could not bear tbe neat of our
being togetber.
Tbe moment wben you tbrow away tbe cover offyour
·m oon-like face,
Will be tbe sunrise of our bappin.ess!

Casket
South Italy, 1 1th century
Ivory, wood, carved. 33.6 x 18 x 16 cm
The State Hermitage M useum, St Petersburg
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Kalarndan (case fo r writing set)
By M u hammad l b ra h i m Q u m i ibn Hadji Yusuf
I ra n (lsfahan), 1092/J u ly-August 1681
Lacq uer painting on papier mache. 24.5 x 4.5 x 3.6 cm
The State Hermitage, St. Petersburg

Since the 1 7th centwy cases for writing sets ( kalamdan) turned to be the
most popular objects to be decorated with lacquer painting. Such cases
used ro contain reed pens ( kalam), inkwells and other items for writing.
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these anthropomorphic descriptions should be interpret
ed literally. The overriding opinion, which was generally
accepted, was to interpret these words metaphorically,
to see the images as symbolic, and of a literary nature. In
theological terms they are expressions which make com
prehensible for the lay person concepts of a profound
philosophical content. This kind of many-layered and
therefore enriching understanding of the text of the
Qur'an and of theological ideas is typical for Islam. It is
also customary for the Muslim to discover in everyday
shapes and objects deeper meanings and layers, and
indeed to find fuller meaning in the actions of daily life.
The Qur'an contains other passages which refer more
or less directly to making likenesses or images. In
Paradise, the just, or righteous, behold God face to face.

of Allah, such as 'Allah is the Greatest, Allah is the All
Knowing, we all return to Allah. ' The repetition of this
type of formula became an important element both in
Muslim prayer and in daily conversation and such
expressions became the source of calligraphic decOI·a
tion.
One particular way of describing God was to list his
names. The Qur'an lists 99 names for Allah. They are
written out in many ornamental decorations, on special
talismans and magic rolls, on sheets of manuscript and
decorative plates and dishes. The names refer to the
many aspects of Allah's character. Here follows a list
from the Qur'an giving His names
God is He, than Whom there is no o ther god;
Who knows (all things) both secret and open;
He, Most Gracious, Most Merciful.
God is He, than Whom there is no other god;

Three large tiles fro m a frieze
Iran, 13th century
Faience pai nted in lustre and cobalt.
37 x 36 c m . 36.5 x 36 c m , 3 7 x 36.5 cm
The State Herm itage M useu m , St Petersburg

The Sovereign, the Holy One
The Source of Peace (and Perfection),
The Guardian of Faith
The Preserver of Safety
The Exalted in Might
The Irresistible, the Supreme:
Glory to God (High is He)
Above the partners they attribute to Him.
He is God the Creator,
the Evolver,
the Bestow er of Forms (or Colours).
To him belong the most beautiful names:
Whatever is in the heavens and on earth
Doth declare His Praises and His Glory.
And He is the Exalted in Might, the Wise.

This led to lengthy controversies: can a man behold
God, and if so, what does he see? Does God have a face?
Symbolic explanations offered a means of solving the
contradictions between concrete physical words and
abstract concepts. It is not possible to describe God's
Being in human language, nevertheless these words rep
resent a means whereby the believer may approach the
Divine Presence. The many aspects of God's Nature are
described in episodes from the holy scriptures and
hymns of praise to the glory and majesty of Allah. The
power of His Might and Will are also apparent in the
commandments, the debates with unbelievers, and the .
terrifying prophecies concerning the Day of Judgment.
There are many descriptions, having the nature of a writ
ten formula, which in different ways attest to the nature

(S. 59:22-24)

The most important names here are those which occur
at the opening of every Islamic text, 'In the name of God,
i4

of the ways of attaining truth and of manifesting dedica
tion to God.
With this, we have come close to the world of visual
art. For the basic nature of ornamentation in Islamic art is
formed from the repetition of certain artistic elements.
This is one of the chief - if not the chief - areas of
development belonging to Islamic art. It is in essence an
abstract art and this is undoubtedly related to the under
standing of God's nature. The attempt is made not only
with words that describe Him, but also with art and
abstract ornamentation, to speak of that which is essen
tially abstract. To recount tales of the invisible. The orna
mentation, the motif, is continually repeated, teaching in
a restrained but persistent and subtle manner, how to
nourish certain feelings that are derived from the many

most Gracious, most Merciful. ' Second only to the state
ment of faith, this formula is the most frequently found
in Islamic texts. With the help of a complete understand
ing of the mercy and goodness of Allah, Islam managed
to solve one of the major points of debate in this and
many other religions. Namely, if the Only God has creat
ed humankind and if as all-powerful God He can deter
mine human action and behaviour, how then can
humankind be responsible for their actions? Many are
the Islamic and Christian writings on the question of free
will and predestination, ttying to explain what appears a
highly contradictoty riddle. Variations appear in these
writings, granting people different degrees of free will
and responsibility. However, a general summing up of
the attitude of Islam is that choices must be made within

Th t·ee tiles
Iran, early 14th century
Fa ience painted i n lustre and cobalt. 2 7 x 26.5 cm (each)
The State Hermitage Museum. St Petersburg

the limitations imposed by the will of Allah, that people
mu st obey His will, hoping for His mercy - which the
fa ithfu l are sure to find; the only question is where,
whe n, and in which world.
To repeat the name of Allah is an act of piety. In this
Isl a m is vety different from judaism , which considers the
na me of God too holy to be spoken . Only variant forms
of His name may be said, such as jehovah, or He may be
ca lled Hashem, meanin g 'the Name'. Different too is
Christianity, which adheres to the commandment 'Thou
sh alt not take the name of the Lord Thy God in vain'
(Ex. 20: 7) and teaches that the name of God is holy and
sh ould be treated with great respect. In Islam, however,
the mle is: the more the holiest name, Allah, as well as
His other n�mes, are spoken and repeate d, the be.tter.
To rep eat th'em either silently or aloud forms the basts of
prayer and of the mystic s' trance . Their repetition is one

representations of Allah as the one, indivisible and
immeasurably good Creator.
The idea of the abstract Allah, high above all else,
became the main element in the inner world of every
Muslim and also contributed to a feeling of inner pride:
in Islam that has been preserved as an essential and holy
aspect of life, something which they claim has been lost
in Judaism and Christianity. Muslims emphasize the fact
that they have not succumbed to the temptation to wor
ship strange idols; they have preserved and continue to
preserve the purity of monotheism. Undoubtedly, this is
the primary element of not only the intellectual but also
the emotional world of the Muslim. In some way or
another, it had to manifest itself in their works of art.
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proclamation of the triumph o f Islam over the Christians
and the Zoroastrians, followers of the Persian prophet
Zarathustra (or Zoroaster) who lived circa 1 000 BC. The
artistic style of the decoration follows the Islamic
thought: there is luxuriant ornamentation without the
use of concrete (human or animal) images. The
Umayyad mosque in Damascus, the famous mosques of
Kairouan (now Tunisia) and Cyrdova- all these formed
the conquerors' triumphant affirmations of faith. With
their elaborate beauty they were intended to amaze and
delight.
And it wasn't long before this luxurious decoration
gained its own agenda. Ornamental decoration formed a
natural successor to the pre-Islamic traditions. Like the
new religion, the decor was pruned of excessive tendrils
and reformed into something that was purely Islamic.
In Islam, every part of life is holy. An essential differ
ence between Islam and Christianity is that the former
does not divide life into the temporal and the spiritual.
Every element in a Muslim's life has a religious signifi
cance and is judged by comparing it with the standards
and principles of their religion. Every work of art is
assessed according to a religious world view. And on the
other hand, religious and political practice requires an
artistic formulation. There was a social 'decree' which,
unlike analogous decrees in the Christian world, was not
essential to the religious history but was so, in the way
that it symbolized and represented abstract truths. The
first of these concerned the existence of one God 'with
out whom there is no God, and to whom there is none
equal.' Ornamentation, which by its very nature is end
less, was a perfect vehicle to illustrate this and became
the favourite means for expressing the Islamic attitude to
life.
It is important to note that in medieval Islamic litera
ture there are no discourses to be found on the relation
between att and religion. Furthermore, it seems probable
that in the majority of cases people scarcely considered
that the artist was free to choose the tenor of a work of
art in a religious context. Undoubtedly, internal factors of
psychology and the spiritual standards that the artists
held, would play a role here. They would elicit a reac
tion from the community which would recognize the
style applied as belonging to them, and thus acceptable.
Ornamentation became the most characteristic artistic
genre, gaining enormOLis significance and attaining a
high level of refinement. Ornamentation can be classi
fied into three major types: calligraphy, plant (that is,
arabesque) and geometric. One of the things these three

Gravesto ne
Golden Horde. Crimea, 14th century
Sandstone 117 x 47 x 23.5 cm
The State H erm itage M useu m . St Petersburg

Thi> i> a stele->hapecl 10mb stone. On its from there is an epitaph made in
naskh scrip!. I! says: "Allah! This is the grave of Doulat, daughter of al-hadj
Abcl Allah" (translated from Persian by A. Ivanov). On the back, a cartouche
with geometric and vegetable patterns.

The power of the arts to transmit this Islamic message
was well understood. From the start, Islam paid due
heed to artistic representations of its victories, its
supremacy and its grandeur. That huge masterpiece, the ·
Dome of the Rock was a combination of the reconstruc
tion of Solomon's Temple in Jerusalem, the creation of a
house surmounting the grave of Jesus Christ, and the
?/

forms have in common is that they contain artistic refer
ences to and reminders of the divine Being.
Before long, calligraphy became the foremost a1tistic
signature of Islamic art. Arabic script is in itself graceful
and elegant. Since the letters of its alphabet may be writ
ten in various ways it presented many opportunities
which the Islamic masters multiplied time and again.
Often, it is difficult to read a text in calligraphy. Thus its
primary function is purely decorative - it delights the
eye, it absorbs the viewer into an endless river of rhyth
mical lines gliding in and out of each other and opening
out into works of refined ornamentation. In this highly
complex dance of shapes, which is typical for all Islamic
decoration, there is a ceaseless movement which began
with a primal act of Allah and is one of the ways of man
ifesting His Being to this world.
The decorative nature of Arabic script forms the basis
for an elaborate system of handwritten styles, varying
from exuberant and monumental to one so delicate it
resembles strokes of air. The ancient Arabic scripts,
which were used when people first copied out the
Qur'an, were amalgamated into one script called Kufic,
after the city of al-Kufa which the Arabs had founded in
Iraq. This was a monumental script with strongly delin
eated vertical bands of letters and severe horizontals.
Dots in various colours indicated groups of letters and
vowels. Generally black or dark-brown ink was used on
a p ale yellow parchment or paper. In the Maghreb
region a type of Qur'an was prevalent called 'Kairouan',
in which the text was written in gold letters on a dark
blue background. The golden lettering was commonly
used to illuminate titles and as filling on ornamental word
divisions in the form of palmettes, rosettes and patterned
disc-shapes. The Kufic script incorporated the possibili
ties for both great dignity of shape and elaborate decOI·a
tion. The ends of letters could be developed by calligra
phers into tendrils of plants; the top of the vertical stroke
cou ld be shaped like a plant or even a human figure.
The Kufic script is by its very nature both monumental
an d exu berant which is probably why it was the most
co mmonly used, especially for the solemn lists in the
Qur 'an and when decorating huge buildings. Its formal
se ve rity was remarkably appropriate for inscriptions on
Arab ian coins, which were decorated purely with texts

Five tiles
I ra n , early 14th century
Cobalt-blue fa ience painted in gold and enamels. 38.5 x 19.5 cm (each)
The State Herm itage Museum, St Petersburg
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work o f producing beautiful calligraphy while a l l around
him in the city of Bagdad the battle raged.
The calligraphers invented and developed various
scripts, some of which remained in fashion for many
centuries. Generally, the number of basic scripts is con
fined to six, known as al-aklma as-sitta, meaning the
'six feathers' or 'handwritings'. They consist of three
pairs of cursive script; first, the large rounded thuluth
with its smaller variant, the naskh. The latter has
become the major standard used when copying texts and
forms the basis for printed Arabic script. Second, there is
the slightly elongated, solid-looking muhaqqaq and its
smaller variant, the elegant rayhani. Finally there is the
script called tawqi with its smaller variant, the riqa.
The former is a passionate script with expressly curving
letters which often transform into the intricate delicacy of
the second, which today is the most commonly used in
Arabic handwritten texts.
The world of the Persians had a strong impact on the
standard scripts and led to their sloping more sideways,
becoming more elegant and more curling. A sheet of
Persian manuscript is utterly different from an Arabic
one - there is more flowing movement, often with exu
berant patterns. The Persian script seems to curl along
·across the sand leaving its great-ful traces.
The Persians, and after them the Turks, had the habit
of making a distinction between calligraphycally written
parts and another body of text. Thus separate sheets
would be written, bearing - in different handwriting citations from the Qur'an and sayings of the prophet
Muhammad. Particularly popular were sheets with a list
of the names of God and descriptions of the appearance
of the Prophet. In the Ottoman world a gentle, rounded
script became widespread (naskh, thuluth). The cal
ligraphers, who already enjoyed high social status,
gained even greater prestige and the most famous of
them, such as Seyh Hamdullah (d. 1 520) or Ahmed
Karakhisari (d. 1 556) were among the most acclaimed
people of their society.
A major step in the development of elaborate manu
scripts were the tughras of the Ottoman sultans. The
name and title of the sultan was embedded in an intri
cate pattern in which the loops and lines of many letters
danced and intertwined. In this way a sign would devel
op bearing clearly distinguishable lines and details mak
ing it possible to decipher the monogram of the sultan
without reading the text. The written word flowed and
merged into the decorative icons that were characteristic
for the Turkish families and which are still often to be

declaring Islamic dogma and stressing the supremacy of
the ruler who had ordered this patticular coin to be mint
ed. In the field of applied art the elegant Kufic script
would be used in carving, inlay and painted decoration.
At a fairly early stage two variations of the script devel
oped. The eastern variant was more refined and ebul
lient than the classical Kufic; indeed, its joyful letters
seem to skip along the page. The western variant (from
the Maghreb and Spain) retained the sobriety of form and
had dignified loops and angled links between letters.
Eventually this style developed into the Maghribi script.
The Kufic script was and is used for the most formal
purposes. However, from the 9th century cursive Arabic
scripts also developed, many of these attaining a monu
mental and ornamental form. Several reforms introduced
a great advance in the development of script, one of
these being the introduction of pointing for consonants
and vowels. This brought a system not only into the
meaning of the letters but also into the fillingin of the
space between the thicks and thins of the letters .
Furthermore, a system of constructing the letters was
established, making the script uniformly geometric.
A basic module would be selected, such as a lozenge
shape, formed by the diagonal stroke of the Arab reed
pen, called a qalam, which was the favourite instmment
of the calligrapher. A fixed number of these lozenges
(five or seven) determined the height · of the letter alif,
which in turn determined the diameter of a circle. This
system was created by Ali ibn Muqla (d. 940), a politician
who served as vizier under three Abbasid caliphs, and
was also a talented calligrapher. Many was the time
when he landed up in gaol, and on one occasion his
right hand was chopped off, but he simply went on with
his left - producing more beautiful calligraphy than
anyone else. A system developed known as al-khatt
al-mansub, meaning 'proportional script'.
Continuing the work of Ibn Muqla several famous
pupils of his, among them Ibn al-Bawwab (d. 1022)
developed and used new scripts. These Arabian calligra
phers, whose name and patronymic has been preserved
for posterity, are among the best-known creators of
Islamic art. The makers of other genres may well be
known to us (many of them inscribed their name on
their work) but are now less famous. The next 'star' in
the calligraphic firmament was to be Yaqut al-Musta'simi
(d. 1 298). He survived the plundering of Bagdad by the .
Mongols, when thousands of manuscripts were
destroyed. One piece that also survived is a delightful
miniature showing Yaqut serenely concentrated in his
An

found in Islamic culture. Thus these tughras demon
strate in many ways the development of ornamentation
in Arabic script. The word became almost completely
transformed into a symbolic motif. Parallel with this, vir
tuosic methods developed of producing mirror-image
orna mental manuscripts, and above all texts that took
the shape of objects such as lamps, books, birds, a seat
ed figure, or a boat. This form of artistic gymnastics is
both interesting and remarkable, but to a great extent
breaks with the essence of the calligraphic ornamental
tra dition.
Thus, in a way, calligraphic ornamentation see-saws
between a beautifully produced text and a beautiful
motif as framework. The seamless link between these
two aims lies - in various ways - at the basis of all
such ornamentation. It is almost eve1ywhere to be found,
as in pious texts and in the writings describing the One
Indivisible God. This decides the ideological significance
of the ornamentation. Generally, calligraphers would
inscribe on objects and buildings the essential, specifical
ly monotheistic citations from the Qur'an. The names of
God were a frequent subject. The various bles_sings
formed another category, such as the wish 'May Allah
grant the bearer of this happiness, prosperity, enlighten
ment ' success' and so forth. All the virtuous combina
tions derive from Allah, which is why on objects and
ornament they are . always associated with Allah. They
are a reference to His almighty power and the fact that
He alone, out of His great compassion, can grant true
welfa re to humankin d. The name of Allah and His sover
eign power served as protection for art objects or build
i ng.s , and their owners. Furthermore, we find - chiefl!'
on domestic potte1y such as beakers and dishes (m 1m1tation of Chinese porcelain) various wise sayings. Allah
could not be named here, but the selection of lauded
qu alities would always be consistent with the Islamic
rules of conduct. Finally, writing on objects of apphed
art, especially those coming from the regions of post1 1th-century Persia, would often take the form of poetry.
Ge nerally, these would be mystic verses, inst ng p � o
ple anew with an awareness of the all-pe1vadmg bemg

il_Ji

of Allah . .
In this way we see that the content of calligraphic
ornamentation was always a highly conscious witness to
monotheism, a 'story' about Allah, dressed as an appeal
ing and visually attractive motif. The calligrap �11c texts,
esp ecially those in Kufic, always require of �he1r reader �
ce11ain amount of preparation, not to ment1on co�s1de1able concentrat ed effort. This results in a feelmg of
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pleasure and satisfaction when the result is achieved and
the reader understands the text. The feeling of satisfac
tion with an effot1 rewarded is to a certain extent related
to the processes of penetrating more profoundly into an
understanding of God, of movement in His direction, of
reading the Qur'an and reciting the prayers aloud. It is
this connection that gives calligraphic ornamentation its
exceptional significance.
There is yet another exceptional quality in calligraphy
that reflects a religious notion. Arabic writing has the
appearance of an unending flow of line, a linked pattern
of letters, many-shaped and ever-moving. It projects the
concept of continuity, of endlessness, of pluriformity.
These contribute in no small measure to the attempt to
imagine God.
The second type of ornamentation is the plant motif,
or arabesque, an unbroken curling and waving line
derived from the intricate rhythmic undulations of the
vine tendril. Not surprisingly, this motif was born in the
Mediterranean countries, where the vine grows plentiful
ly. As motif it was very popular in Roman and Byzantine
art, frequently found in their mosaics. The Arabs would
often have seen this motif, both before and after the
Islamic conquests in these countries. They soon adopted
it and developed it in an imitable manner, whereby it
became one of the most distinctive marks of Arabic orna
mentation. Indeed, this is the source of the word
'arabesque' in Europe for this looping and twirling deco
ration.
The curling movement of the vine tendrils is enriched
and interrupted in a rhythmical fashion by the leaves and
fruit of the plant. They may - and indeed should vary greatly. The space between the fundamen tal flow
ing lines is filled in with twirls, plant shapes and their
elements, and vases and animals. Gradually, the aspect
that became characteristic for Islam - that all the empty
spaces should be filled in - became compulso ry. This is
generally done by using an inte1woven plant motif on a
small scale, which does not obscure the basic rhythm but
in fact enhances it. The tendril motif is characteristic of
the earliest Islamic art, from the time of the Umayyad
dynasty. Under the Abbasids it developed fut1her and
since then has become an essential feature in all Islamic
periods and throughou t the Islamic world. The motif
varies in different ways but always retains the unbroken
rhythm of an exuberant living plant, while with virtuosic
imagination the empty spaces between the tendrils are
given flamboyant filling.

One of the most remarkable examples of this type of
ornamentation can be seen in the sculpted decoration on
the walls of the Umayyad castle of Mshatta in Jordan,
where plant-like shapes curl in all directions. These curls
sprout into vases with plants in them or figures repre
senting real or imaginary animals. An interesting exam
ple of the development of the arabesque is provided by
the sculpted panels in the Abbasid capital of Samarra'
(Iraq), a city that was only granted a brief existence.
Extensive archeological excavations in this once large
metropolis, that became neglected and abandoned, have
produced large quantities of material. Among other
things this distinguished three types of plant ornamenta
tion which were found carved out of or applied onto a
certain type of stucco. The first style has curled vine
leaves on a branch either produced in one straight line
or on a curve. In the second type the vine leaves cannot
be recognized any longer; the motif itself is flatter and
more geometric. In the third, plant shapes can be detect
ed, growing into forms that interweave through each
other, occasionally interrupted by circles and curls.
These are no longer recognizable, but nevertheless make
a definite impression of growth and fluidity.
The examples from Samarra' are no more than an apt
illu stration of the qualities and of a particular inner evo
lu tion of plant ornamentation as this was to be found
thro ughout the Islamic world, and then with regard to
obje cts made from certain materials such as stone, wood,
meta l and pottery. All these retain and bestow the
de light aroused by the internal movement of plant
sha pes . The shapes become increasingly abstract.

However, the evolution here is far from straightfotward.
A splendid example of plant decoration is provided by
the Iznik pottety of the Ottoman empire, in which the
depictions of plants are totally realistic while retaining all
the charm and essential nature of ornamentation.
The arabesque has two inner meanings. Both delight
the eye, and both hint at general spiritual representations
and basic beliefs. The first of these is the most profound .
It expresses the eternal movement and multiplicity of
form; the latter coincides with the understanding of Allah
and is to be found in every ornamentation that repeats
itself endlessly. The second meaning is more concrete: it
is pride in and love for the world which Allah has creat
ed for people. The Qur'an frequently mentions the plant
and animal world as lavish evidence of Allah's affection
for humankind, who may enjoy this marvellous creation.
The grape and the curling vine represent in part this
affection for His people . The ornamentation is a
reminder, in a manner of speaking, of the philosophical
and concrete being of the godhead. And in conclusion:
the beauty and the peaceful aspect of a garden filled
with fruit is a pointer to the Qur'anic descriptions of the
gardens of Paradise.
Thus the plant ornamentation gives rise to the same
kind of delight as that which the Qur'an arouses in the
righteous person. In this way, it alludes to the manner in
which people should rejoice in the existence of Allah
and His deeds.
Moreover, in every plant ornamentation there are ele
ments or indeed large patts present, containing orna
mentation of the third type: geometric. The straight lines,
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ing with inscriptions and arabesques. Most remarkable is
the effect of geometric ornamentation when inlaid with
various kinds of wood and ivory. The geometric patterns
on wooden pulpits and balconies are a significant aspect
of the overall design in a mosque.
The abstract implications of the geometric forms are
further stressed by the symbolic and magic meanings of
geometric shapes. The Star of Suleyman (Solomon), the
Star of Daoud (David) and other signs were used as talis
mans. The profound meaning successfully went hand in
hand with the simple, so that the artistic content of the
ornamentation matched the state of mind of the people
who made use of it.
By means of the ornamentation they experienced
divine perceptions and perceived in it, to some extent, a
reflection of God. In a way, ornamentation and particu
larly calligraphy, acted like an icon, playing the role of
negotiator between this world and the next, creating a
window beyond which there was a vast space. And in
that space God is present in all His majesty.
It goes without saying that we cannot speak of the
'iconic' significance of ornamentation or of Islamic att in
general, without referring to the att of the religion itself,
that is, the manuscripts of the Qur'an or the decorations
of mosques and mausoleums. Indeed, it holds for all the
other works of art, that we can only understand them
completely when we have an idea of how the religious
and philosophical implications of ornamentation dressed in a fine aesthetic robe - are part of the story.
But that 'part' actually often means 'a great extent'.
Indeed, it should be said that in Islamic society there is
no official distinction between the temporal and the spir
itual; for Muslims, every aspect of life is connected with
their religion. This means that every Islamic work of art
·
contains a reference to th e overall immanence and
deeply-felt indivisibility of God. And that indication
would undoubtedly also have been visible to medieval
Muslims, even though they would certainly have experi
enced it in a very different way.
Allah cannot be seen and even attempts to reveal Him
come to nothing. But Allah may be spoken of, as the
Qur'an does. Allah may be felt, as the mystics feel Him.
The abstract art of Islam relates with artistic means a sto
ry about Allah, the eternal Creator of everything that is.
And this helps people along the way to experiencing his
presence, to perceiving the ineffable beauty of His
majesty and mercy.

triangles and lozenge shapes, the circles and rosettes add
structure to the curling arabesque and the calligraphic
text. Indeed, they allude, as it were, to the stern will of
God in the midst of a feast of swirling forms. At the same
time, the geometric elements bring with them their own
specific ornamentation. It has become yet another aspect
of the artistic language and an important means of
expressing cardinal aspects associated with the divine.
Even Kufic script, with its geometric elements, already
possesses a certain rhythm of movement, but this is lin
ear. However, an attempt to create an element of depth
can be discerned on paper and on a stone. A rosette is
depicted which symbolizes the sun, suspended in
unfathomable space . The manuscripts on which the
Qur'an was written were the first flat surfaces to be given
an impression of depth, through the effect of the geo
metric lines. Polygons, squares, octagons and stars
formed from triangles were at first the framework for cal
ligraphic texts and plant ornaments, but quickly became
the chief motif. In this sense it is the 'carpet' pages of the
Qur'an that are the most remarkable. They are to be
found from the 1 1th centuty on. The complete title page
is filled with geometric patterns enclosing elegant
inscriptions and extravagant plant shapes, often
obscured by the wealth of pattern. Sometimes they can
only be detected after concentrated inspection, and
sometimes they are quite simply not there. The entire
surface is coloured with geometric patterns which, create
an unexpected effect of depth. This can be seen particu
larly well on the title pages of Mamluk Qur'ans.
An absolutely breathtaking way in which geometric
ornamentation is implemented can be found in the archi
tectural 'stalactites', arches carved in stone with the
fragility of finest lace which together somewhat resemble
a beeswax honeycomb. These stalactites formed an
important aspect of Islamic architecture in buildings and
domes. In both cases they create the illusions of the
vaulted · sky, attracting and bemusing the eye of
mankind, yet at the · same time allowing people to
glimpse the vastness of the unending. This is the illim
itable, the more so because it presents an aspect of Allah.
Possibly, geometric ornamentation is the nearest peo
ple come to expressing the abstract concept of Allah, for
it suggests a wealth of ideas . . The lines and shapes flow
ing into each other fill the entire surface of an Islamic
work of art. Five, six and eight-pointed stars, lozenges
and rectangles live a life of their own as well as combin-

·
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Iconoclasm
It is well known that Islam forbids the repre
sentation of living creatures in the form of pic
tures, sculptures and so forth. However, there
are many such representations in Islamic art, both
of animals and people. But these are never used
for religious purposes and are generally completely
secondary to the ornamentation. Indeed, they are
often elements of the decoration and as such are subject
to the rules governing this.
In Islam the pictures of living creatures may not be
used as exegesis or propaganda. The sacred history of
the Muslims may only be told in words. Thus it is accu
rate to state that Islamic art is in essence abstract and not
figurative. In the previous chapter this has been dis
cussed in some detail.
Seen in this way, Islamic art may best be described as
iconoclastic, that is, non-figurative. Iconoclasm is an
essential aspect of monotheism, whose greatest enemy is
the worship of idols. Representations of gods, saints,
monarchs or pop stars is an immediate precondition for
their worship. In Judaism there is a · commandment
against making images, although from time to time these
may be found in their art, such as the frescoes of the syn
agogue of Dura Europos in Syria (now in The National
Museum of Damascus).
In Christian Byzantium, at the same period in which
Islamic art began to develop (8th and 9th century),, icon
oclastic tendencies could be observed. Indeed, this peri
od has earned the name 'Iconoclastic'.
It is not impossible that this arose out of the need to
distinguish itself from Islam which claimed to be the best
guar<;lian of the original purity of Abraham's religion.
Icons were smashed and frescoes were whitewashed
over or destroyed. In their place the Byzantine world
. erected symbolic crosses, fishes and other mystical sym
bols, or sumptuous decorations.
Few examples of Christian art remain from the
Byzantine Iconoclastic period. They are sometimes
assessed with a sideways glance at Islamic art objects
from the same period, such as the mosaics in the Dome
of the Rock in Jerusalem. Furthermore, almost nothing
has survived from the period before the Iconoclastic
Controversy. However, the few objects that have been

preserved help us in understanding the feelings
of the iconoclastic warriors and the Muslims.
Byzantine painted ikons achieved an astonish
ing virtuosity in representing people and fig
ures, producing pictures that were almost lifelike
in their realism. For example, the eyes appeared
to look at you and were moist, the wounds gushed
blood, and so forth. The illusion of reality was impres
sively convincing. It was as if people were trying to
usurp the prerogative of the Lord and Creator. It is hard
ly surprising then that those who believed with deep
conviction in the One Indivisible Intangible God, and for
whom the Christian concept of the Trinity (three Gods in
One) was an abomination, saw with horror the images
associated with religion. For them, these were not only
blasphemous, they presented a dangerous threat. They
were a blatant and appalling temptation and had to be
attacked.
The prophet Muhammad condemned with heart and
soul all that he saw to be idolatrous. To crowd out Allah
with other deities, beings of the same sort, or divine sons
and daughters, was anathema to him for it represented
the deepest betrayal of God's Indivisibility. In
Muhammad's day people often made representations of
gods in the form of idols, and these were placed in the
Kaaba in Mecca. Believers approached these idols with
their prayers, requests, and on some occasions, protests.
What this in fact amounted to was a form of polytheism.
In many ways Muhammad's struggle was one against
idolatry. The most significant demonstration of his victo
ry was his triumphant return to Mecca when he solemnly
destroyed the idols in the Kaaba.
Collections of legends recounting Muhammad's say
ings (the Hadith) provide many examples of how he
consistently demanded the destruction of pictures in the
homes of Mecca and Medina, since in them he saw the
danger of idolatry. There is a famous saying by him that
at the Last Judgment a curse will fall upon the musavvirs,
that is, people who make large images and pictures.
They will be told: 'Like God, you have created beings
(figures), so like God, breathe life into them.' Together
with the stern prohibitions, cases are also cited in which
Muhammad permitted a piece of pictured fabric to be

kept in the home, provided it was torn and not used for
idolatrous purposes but rather for something like cush
ions which people didn't treat in a 'respectful' manner.
Gradually the representations were suppressed until
they were no longer seen as a dangerous temptation for
Muslims. This led to a beautifully written legend. One of
the Prophet's most pious supporters, his uncle Idi
'Abbas, once saw a person making an image. He laid his
hand upon the man's head and repeated the words of
the Prophet, that the fires of hell would be the lot of
sculptors. Then he added, 'If you really must do this,
carve out a tree, or something which has no soul . ' These
words admirably express the essence of the earliest peri
od of Islamic att- the transference of the creative artis
tic inspiration to another sphere than that of Christian art.
The suggestion of Muhammad's uncle was taken almost
literally. That this was so is illustrated by the trees that
dominate in the mosaics of the Dome of the Rock in
Jerusalem, the Umayyad mosque in Damascus and the
baths in the palace of Kirba ai-Mafjar, near Jericho on the
west bank of the Jordan.
Influenced by monotheistic inspiration, the abstract art
of ornamentation was given a kind of social mandate
and became the main formula of artistic creation and the
chief method for expressing the ideas that were currently
active in society.
At the same time, this didn't mean the complete rejec
tion of visual art as a means of creating aes-thetic pleas
ure. In the art of the Umayyads we find, together with
the non-pictorial mosaics of the mosques, frescoes in the
reception rooms and baths of the castles of Qasr Amra in
J01·dan and Qasr ai-Hayr ai-Gharbi near Palmyra in Syria,
and-relief carving in the palace of Khirba ai-Mafjar (see
above). Clearly, images were permitted in places with a
recreational function where they offered no religious
threat. Thus pictures became associated with the evety
day life of the ruling class, with the culture of splendid
banquets, lavish festivities and sumptuous luxwy. In this
light, the finds from the Abbasid capital of Samarra'
(Iraq) are highly characteristic. The remains of a palace
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were excavated there, used almost exclusively for enter
tainment of the caliph and his followers. Here pictures
were found showing female dancers, and shards from an
earthenware wine jar which had illustrations of a monk.
A fine example of the link between the visual nature
on the one hand and riches and luxllly on the other, are
the miniatures found in books. Illustrations first appear
in Islamic books only when they have a practical neces
sity, such as treatises on the stars, writings on medicinal
plants, and 'do-it-yourself handbooks on how to con
struct ingenious apparatus to entertain party-goers .
Books about animals and plants, and collections of
fables (such as the 13th-century Kalila and Dimna from
Iraq) could also be illustrated with no problem. In the
1 1th century a school for illustration of artistic products
was founded in Iraq. The entire, quite considerable
repertoire of illustrative miniatures derives from a small
quantity of basically non-religious art objects.
The chief of these were the Makamat (Sayings) of al
Hariri (1054-1 1 22). The litera1y genre of which they form
a part is highly individualized and is important for an
understanding of Islamic culture. In principle these sto
ries have much in common with picaresque novels: the
storyteller encounters the main character, the trickster
Abu Zaid in various places and observes how in different
ways he cajoles people to part from their money. This
essentially popular literature is written in a highly vivid
rhythmical prose and saturated with the most unusual
vocabulary and complicated allusions. It contains many
verses, as is common in Arabic literature, which come
across as somewhat trivial in contrast to the weighty
prose. The beauty and subtle humour of these works can
only be appreciated by those with considerable educa
tion and even they need to have a commenta1y and dic
tionary. Because of its refinement and virtuosity, reminis
cent of Islamic ornamentation, the Makamat became
the literature of the educated and wealthy. Sumptuous
manuscripts were produced for them, containing brilliant
miniatures showing scenes from daily life which today
provide us with a combination of elegant composition,
colouring and draughtsmanship, giving exclusive infor
mation about the customs of the medieval Muslim.
Illustrations were created for a situation in which they
were non-threatening (to monotheism) and became part

of a certain lifestyle. This wasn't a conscious process. In
Islamic society the spiritual and the temporal gradually
became separated, despite all the theory to the contrary.
This happened first in the realm of learning where the
distinction was connected with the power-sharing
between the caliphs, who represented spiritual authority,
and the sultans who saw power as the prerogative of the
(physically) strongest.
After the Mongolian conquests the traditions of book
illumination flourished in the Persian section of the
Islamic world. Miniature illustrations framing handwrit
ten texts became one of the major cultural phenomena, a
means of reflecting Iran's artistic past. In Persian minia
tures an illustration became almost ornamental , or
abstract, and developed into one of the characteristics of
Islamic art. The books, however, remained luxmy items
because it required so much effort to make thetp and
were only accessible to a limited range of people.
For the masses, who were the main supporters of reli
giou s fanaticism and who had both the intention and
prete nsion of being strictly pure, to draw pictures and
make representations remained wicked. In this group it
wasn 't long before there was a complete prohibition
against the representation of living creatures. This was
confirmed by the sentences of the theologian and severe
judge, Ibn Taymiyn (1 263-1328). He strove against idola
tty in all aspects of life for it seemed to him as if this per
_
nicious phenomenon once again had the world in its
vice, threate ning the vety foundations of Islam. From
time to time the conviction that idols were unacceptable
and dangerous became a major topic of importance in
the Mu slim world. It is an issue which reappears regular
ly, and will certainly do so again.
In the Petersburg manuscript of the Makamat evety
figu re in the miniature illustrations has its head cleanly
cu t off. This was how a religious Muslim ensured that
the se figures weren't worshipped as idols. But before
ce nsoring him too strongly, we should be thankful that
he only cut out the heads - in this way the rest of the
manu script has been preserved. After all, he might sim
ply have burnt the whole thing.
Meanwhile, in the world of the middle class, illustra
tions of people were accepted provided they formed
part of the ornamentation and conforme d to the canon
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and the rhythm - that is, didn't draw too much attention
to themselves individually. Initially the ornamentation
also contained animals, subsequently the figures of
horsemen appeared (huntsmen) , imperial courtiers,
musicians and singers. Scenes from the life of aristocrats
merged fluidly into a general ornamental illustration of
the world, as created by God. A major aspect of the
ornamentation were furthermore the illustrations with
magical significance, drawings of the zodiac and heaven
ly constellations made on ceramic objects, bronze ewers
and boxes and silver beakers. Like the beneclictory
inscriptions they were intended to grant the ruler eternal
fame. The small human figures found on potte1y, espe
cially Persian and Fatimicl Egyptian, were in a sense part
of the ornamental language, comparable with the vine
leaves in an arabesque. Nevertheless they have many
artistic characteristics of their own that provide us with
the possibility of categorizing and studying them as artis
tic products in their own right. In doing this we can con
sider closely the way people both accepted and rejected
the doctrine.
It was the application of the law in daily life and with
it the invulnerability ·to religious temptation that made
possible the development of an independent three
dimensional Islamic art. In this we find different types of
ewers, incense burners, fruit dishes, candlesticks and

suchlike that adorned the festive tables of wealthy
Muslims. We can only guess at how these feasts would
actually have been. However, it would appear that fig
ures of creatures such as eagles, clucks, and game birds,
lions, cows being devoured by leopards, horses, roost
ers, deer and stone griffins were intended to add a lively
touch to the banquet scene. Rich and intricate motifs
were carved out or inlaid. And often two-dimensional
images flowed together with arabesques across the sur
faces of huge platters, jugs and buckets.
Whoever wishes may refute the hypothesis concerning
the prohibition by Islam against making images, if they
produce examples similar to the ones just mentioned.
However, the exceptions confirm the general rule.
Islamic art is iconoclastic. It doesn't permit any image in
the realm of religious art, so that in many different ways
the dogma of the indivisibility of God is maintained in
the face of the temptations introduced by idols. Where
images of people or animals are found they play a sub
sidiary role either as an aspect of a strongly developed
ornamentation or serving the limited areas of scholarship
and everyday life.
The profound aesthetic feeling that is connected with
the monotheistic conviction, is one of the chief spiritual
cornerstones of the art of Islam.

Art for Everyday Life
Almost everything that goes by the name of
Islamic art (with the exception of architecture)
has a link with what in Europe is classified as
Applied Art, that is, objects used in everyday life. In
the previous chapter we saw how the religion didn't tol
erate any form of image in its propaganda programme.
It created delight with the impressive and elegant
architectural shapes such as domes, intricate mazes of
pillars, endless rows of arches, richly alternating with
niches and carving. The walls of the mosque were cov
ered in compact or isolated carved patterns consisting of
rosettes, shells and polygonal compositions with
arabesques. Intricate carved inscriptions encircled the
base of the dome.
In religious buildings the walls were covered with
mosaics, glittering mysteriously in the light of many

lamps. They would also be decorated - at first
partially and later completely - with tiles and
flower motifs in marble. These acted as a reinforcement of the chief ornamentation which was
inscriptions in praise of Allah and elaborate and extrava
gant curls and whorls of plants, creating with their
shapes and patterns a remarkable impression of depth.
The two main items in the interior of the mosque are
articles of applied art: lamps hung in abundance in the
arches and the niches, while carpets glowing with
coloured patterns covered the floor. The carpets are in
the first place used for prayer: they show the picture of a
niche with a lamp hanging in it. Sometimes the mosque
contains huge candlesticks or torchstands which are car
ried in processions.
The interior of a mausoleum resembles that of a
mosque, except that it also contains tombs with their
inscriptions and decorations. Palaces and ordina1y hous
e·s , like mosques and mausoleums, are sparsely fur
nished and have richly decorated walls.
There are two other items used to decorate the Islamic
home, which may or may not have a religious purpose:
these are water and the garden. In the mosque water has
a ritual function: before praying people have to perform
a ritual washing of hands and feet. In the palaces and
larger houses we find basins, small channels and pools
of water which, together with flowers, plants and shady
trees create shadow and companionable coolness and in
their own way provide an extension of the ornamenta
tion that decorates the walls.
In such a setting, beauty and utility were combined,
and produced a vast number of monuments to Islamic
art. Almost all the objects that are discussed here, both
the comparatively everyday and the world-famous
pieces that represent the most intricate masterwork,
were intended to be seen from close quarters or indeed
to be handled. Without this, it is impossible to gain a true
understanding of the beauty of Islamic art. The objects
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ask to be felt, held up to the light and gently revolved
while their admirer attempts to decipher the inscription,
or to make out the details of the decoration, the shapes,
the intricate arabesques and elaborate flourishes of let
ters, an animal peering through the foliage. This is the
secret of the delight that is created by viewing Islamic
art. And indeed not only delight, for the applied art of
Islam contains references and reminders of a life that
transcends the everyday.
Let us begin with gold and silver. It is generally held
that the Qur'an condemns the use of gold in daily life as
being too luxurious. Indeed, the Qur'an criticizes vast
riches and luxurious living but nowhere does it explicitly
condemn gold. In fact, as is the case with many things
that are unacceptable in this ea1thly life, the righteous
believer once in Paradise will bathe in the heavenly vari
ations of those ve1y things which on ea1th were forbid
den. And in this list we find, as well as 'wine that makes
not drunken', precious metals and jewels.
Objects made from precious metal and jewels have
only survived in small quantities for they were often
melted down. Early Islamic gold (meal) services are
thought to be a development from Sasanid objects and
became gradually more intricate and elaborate. Gold
goblets and beakers would be presented as gifts and
guarded in treasure houses. In most cases, early exam
ples of such objects no longer survive, but in museums
the world over we can find a large number of objects
from more recent periods, from the Safavids (ruled in
Iran 1 501-1730), Mughals and Ottomans. Many types of
domestic goods were made from gold to enhance festive
celebrations. Gold jewellery proves eternally popular. Of
particular interest is the gold jewellery for women with
filigree and ball decoration, dating from the time of the
Fatimids. In the days of the Safavids and Mughals it
became fashionable to enhance the jewellery and
domestic ware with precious stones such as rubies and
emeralds. The glittering of precious stones is a well
known image favoured by the mystics, one element of
that holy ecstasy experienced as a person approaches
the presence of God. Even when precious stones were
used to decorate daggers and swords, their glittering
retained an added, unconscious message relating to the
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riches of Paradise, where their luminous colour is a
reflection of the divine Light.
Silver, with its soft sheen, was a favourite material
among jewellers in both the Near and Middle East. Artists
from Sasanid Iran and Byzantium, the most notable pred
ecessors and inspirers of Islamic art, created wondrous
objects. Silver beakers, for which the Sasanid empire was
famous, were copied in the Muslim world. These
beakers are the earliest objects to be decorated with the
iconography of the imperial feast, which developed into
one of the main set themes in Islamic art. The beakers
themselves were used at banquets. The famous Arab
poet Abu Nuwas (c.756-c.810) has left poems describing
how the frothy wine bubbles in the beaker and from that
froth arise warrior figures who
are etched upon the base. Both
the wine and the human fig
ures were forbidden, but were
certainly to be found in the
world of the nobility. Art often
flourished on the borderland of
freethinking. More and more plants
and wild animals appeared decorating
silver services, on the platters used for
serving fruit, on exquisite gifts and as general
decoration. Often silver coins would be collect
eel inside a silver beaker. Small beakers bearing
the image of the ruler would be made to
commemorate a specific occasion.
Silver was an easy material to
work with and an excellent sur
face on which to engrave inscrip
tions. These are to be found,
together with plant and animal
decorations, on trays and various
types of carafe and vessels for
scented water.
Gold and silver coins should
also be listed among the
works of art. On classical
examples only short
inscriptions appear, con-

raining a couple of ayas from the Qur'an, written in the
strong harmonious Kufic script. These would be clear
and easily decipherable admonitions, formulas empha
sizing the imp01tance of monotheism and the mission of
the Prophet. The date and place of production would
also be given, and sometimes the ruler's name.
Horizontal inscriptions would be written inside a small
circle, usually at the centre but sometimes on the edge.
Clearly, as well as being symbols of the ruler's power
(the official function of such coins) these objects also
served as talismans because of their pious inscriptions.
And it is presumably partly for this reason that before
long coins became part of women's jewellery throughout
the Islamic world, although undoubtedly just as important was the recognition of their
aesthetic quality.
The glorious glittering of gold
and silver was without doubt not
only a reflection of their pre
ciousness but also of the world to
come, of the ovetwhelming beauty
of the Divine Presence. As such it
found an echo in the objects of art made
out of other materials. Bronze items formed
the most important artistic production of the
Islamic world. Different bronze alloys, sometimes
brass and sometimes copper, were used to make
beakers, large trays, ewers to hold water for
washing the hands, and incense burn
ers, candlesticks, large containers
for washing hands and feet, and
inkpots for scribes. The surface of
domestic ware was elaborately deco
rated with inlay. Fine copper, silver
or gold wires were inserted into narrow grooves. Calligraphic and
plant designs were used in orna
mentation which pictured ani
mals, astrological signs, or
showed tableaux and ban
quets, hunting and battle
scenes. The amazing deli-

Candles tick

Ewer

Base-lran, 15th - 16th centu ry;
stickholder - M i d d l e Asia o r Iran, 15th century
Bronze (brass), cast, ham mered. H eight 2 7 . 2 cm
The State Hermitage M useu m , St Petersburg

Iran. 10th century
Silver, chased, carved. Height 17 cm
The State Hermitage M useu m , St Petersburg
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and i n heaven whereby eve1ything i s subservient t o the
will of Allah.
The divine sheen is also an aspect of Islamic ceramics.
Just as in the manufacture of metal objects, so here too
a1ticles of high quality and extreme complexity were
produced. Although made from relatively simple materi
als the objects became no less costly than those of silver
or gold. Even today, these ceramic works, with their var
ious types of glaze and strewn with illustrations in many
colours, still amaze and delight the eye. The Islamic
world has given us a wide range of ceramic masterpieces
of many kinds. In the 9th centllly a beautiful type of pot
teiy with a white glaze was produced in Samarkand
(Transoxiana, now Uzbekistan) and Nishapur (Khorasan,
now Iran); it clearly imitated - and not without
success - the exquisite porceiain of China. Across the
white background flow circles of sober black or dark
brown Kufic script. The message of these texts is often
Chinese in nature - wise sayings about the value of
such virtues as patience, studiousness, gentleness and so
on. In the centre will be an elegant vignette containing a
blessing for the owner of the object.
Another famous type of ceramics, first developed in
Iran, is the lustreware in which a metallic sheen is pro
duced on the surface after firing and combining with sul
phuric acid, copper and silver. There are various ways of
decorating this lustreware with ornamentation and illus
tration, and often it carries lines from Persian poeuy in
cursive script. Sometimes it was produced in the form of
large vases, bearing relief illustrations showing animals
and mounted polo players, as on the large vase from the
Hermitage. A masterpiece in this genre is the Fortuny
Vase made in Granada and wondrously decorated with
mysterious plant ornamentation and Arabic inscriptions
in various scripts ranging from a sturdy Kufic to an ele
gant Spanish Arabic. Lustreware was extremely popular
in Islamic Spain and remained so after the expulsion of
Muslims from the countly, when production was further
developed under Spanish and Italian masters. A fair
number of famous pieces of this type of ware came from
nonh Africa. Of pa1ticular note here are the Egyptian
dishes from the 1 1 th centllly, the period of the Fatimid
dynasty. With their sobriety and precise illustrations,
charming pictures of musicians, dancers and animals
both real and fabled, they are a wonder and delight.
The technique of enamelling (minat) gave rise to an
unexpectedly delicate type of ceramic ware. Their lyrical
light blue colour fits perfectly the content of the illustra
tions : langourous maidens with moon-shaped faces,

B u cket
I r a n , Late 12th -early 13th century
Bronze. Height 18.8; diameter 2 1 . 5 cm
The State Hermitage M u se u m . St Petersburg

cacy of the artisamy turned many of these pieces into the
most precious works of art. The most exquisite of them
were just as costly as silver objects. In the bronze works
from Iran and Central Asia we detect the rich traditions
of China and India, while the bronze inlays from Syria
and Egypt achieved a remarkable degree of refinement.
Bronze domestic ware is among the most well-known
product of Islamic art, striking examples being the so
called Bobrinsky Bucket in the Hermitage, the
Baptistaire de Saint Louis from the Louvre, and the
Vescovali Vase from the British Museum. Such objects
contain a wealth of miniature illustrations that teach us
details about the daily life of the medieval Muslim. They
also illustrate generally-held concepts about life on earth
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elaborately refined young men, verses from poet1y and
suchli ke.
The Ottoman period gave the world the glorious Iznik
potte1y. These dishes and vases have the most exquisite
decoration, painted wreaths of flowers and plants in
blues and reels often appearing almost to have a three
dimensional quality.
Ceramic tiles are an exceptional and most important
category. Used to adorn both the inside and outside of
buildings, as in Samarkancl, Isfahan (Iran) and Karbala'
(Iraq), they bear a wealth of motifs and inscriptions.
They brought a distinctive character to the architectonic
decoration found in the eastern part of the Islamic
world. Typical for these tiles is a light blue colour
and a predominating vegetal decoration, together
with inscriptions. In Spain and north Africa
ceramic tiles were also produced, darker, many
coloured and more geometric in ornamentation.
Ceramic decoration in its various forms gradu
ally began to predominate in Muslim artistic
work in the 13th and 14th century. It is indis
putably a magnificent expression of some of the
fundamental aims of Islamic art: to bring balm to
the sight, to presage coolness and rest in the
des ert.
Nowadays, when there is so much man
made Ciystal on the market, it is sometimes
difficult for us to imagine the enormous
value that objects of rock crystal possess.
To begin with, it was necessa1y to find
large crystals of this rare stone. This
done, craftsmen carved out jugs or
other objects with thin sides, and dec
orated them with motifs. Crystal is
extremely hard and therefore extremely breakable. Thus services made from
rock Ciystal are rare and very valuable.
The crusaders from Europe knew this ve1y
well. They perceived such objects as the most
costly of prizes and brought them home, often offering
them to a church. Incleecl, the finest examples of carved
roc k c1ystal from Islamic countries are often to be found
in west European church treasuries.
The light is broken in a wondrous manner by rock
Ciystal objects and they seem to hold it nestling in their
ce ntre. They bring a mysterious glow to natural light as if
it shin es from another world. A rock-crystal lamp sug
gests an intangible fire and when liquids are poured into
a rock-Ciystal jug they change into something inscrutable
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Bucket
M u hammad Shah ash-Shirazi
Iran. 733 1 1333
Bronze (brass), gold. silver. Height 48.7 cm
The State Hermitage M useum. St Petersburg

and unfathomable. Some of the crusaders perceived this
as a reference to the Cup of the Holy Grail. The exalted
character of the material gave rise to a legend that
recounted how Muhammad lay buried in a crystal tomb
that hung in the air. These stories transmit some of the
excitement the Europeans must have felt on seeing the
creations of Islamic artists. And they reveal to a large
extent that the Europeans and the Muslims had the same
ideas about the beauty and value of rock-C!ystal objects.
In the Islamic world view, light is a major element.
This is even more so for the sufis, the Islamic mystics
who held that people can approach closer to God and
can attain a state of ecstasy if they lead a pious life and
follow certain rules and rituals. They often describe a
strong sense of the presence of God as a sensation of
light, piercing through the darkness of the everyday
world. In this connection they point to the famous verse
from the Qur'an, the aya of light ('ayat al-nur') which
speaks expressly of this light (S. 24:35):

I . In cense b u rner in the fo rm of a ro oster
Iran. 10th century. Bronze (brass), cast. engraved. Height 36 cm
The State Herm itage Museum. St Petersburg

This rooster-shaped vessel is traditionally referred to incense-burners.
It is supposed that fragrant substance was put into a wide round opening in
the rooster's rail and then it was burnt.

2. Incense burner (?)
I ra n , 11th century
Bronze (brass). cast, engraved. Height 39 cm
The State Herm itage M useu m , St Petersburg

This pheasant-shaped vessel considered to be an incense-burner by tradition.
it may be supposed that the construction of the bird's tail was different and
made it possible to burn fragrant substance there. If it were so, the only
opening in the vessel's body, the pheasant's beak, would appeared to be too
small to let the smoke out.
Thus, the most likely it is that the vessel was intended for keeping water, as
well as rooster-shaped vessels.

3. Figure of a h o rse
Iran, 10th century
Bronze ( b rass), engraved. Height 36 cm, length 42 cm
The State Herm itage Museum, St Petersburg

This figure is part of a more complicate composition. It is likely that the horse
served as a base for a lamp and had a figure of a rider on its back.
It is covered with a rich engraved decor. The belts on the horse's croup once
had carved inscriptions in Arabic. Only one of them is extant now and says:
"Allah blesses the owner of this (item)."
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mosque there is an actual niche containing a light, called
a mihrab which points the direction of the Black Stone of
the Kaaba in Mecca. Towards this stone all Muslims turn
in prayer, wherever they may be in the world. The sym
bolic light in the niche is provided by a lamp that is gen
erally hung in the mihrab. This concrete light forms a
concrete illustration of the verse ( aya) cited above.
Another reference to light is found in the prayer rug
which generally shows a picture of a niche with a hang
ing lamp. There is often a vase of flowers beneath this,
as an allusion to the gardens of Paradise. The whole pic
ture has a double message: the mihrab in the mosque
guides the believer into the ritual of prayer, and at the
same time leads through the doorway of this world, into
Paradise beyond.
The play with light is a characteristic of the glass
objects for which the Islamic world is justly famous.
These include remarkable pieces of cut glass made in
imitation of rock crystal, and blown glass with graceful
arabesques, sometimes adorned with inscriptions. Even
more widespread were the various types of painted glass
whose surface would be covered with colourful figures
and motifs in enamel and made into beakers and gob
lets of varying size. But the most typical Islamic glass
objects are the large oil lamps. These are the lamps
pictured on prayer rugs, the kind that hang in
every niche of the mosque. The lamps, that
have a definite religious-mystical signifi-

God is the Light of the heavens and the earth
The parable of His Light .is as if there were a
niche
And within it a lamp:
The lamp enclosed in glass
The glass as it were a brilliant star
Lit from a blessed Tree
A n Olive, neither of the East
Nor of the West,
Whose oil is well-nigh luminous
though fire scarce touched it:
Light upon Light!
God doth guide whom He will
To His Light:
God doth set forth parables for men:
A nd God doth know all things.

Light as a symbol for Allah was one of the central ele
ments of Islamic art. The expression 'mishkat al-nur'
(a niche where there is light) became widespread and
found its way into the titles of mystic texts. In the
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attacking both the wild lion and the peaceful antelope.
The so-called garden carpets contain schematic pictures
of not only trees but also rivers and ponds (sometimes
with fish). All these things might be presented in a highly
stylized manner, so much so as to become almost unrec
ognizable.
In contrast, the prayer rugs mentioned above show an
almost realistic picture of part of the mosque, while at
the same time providing a symbolic representation of
certain 'doorways' into the presence of God. The carpets
contain almost all the artistic principles of Islamic art and
almost its entire iconographic repertoire. To a large
extent they may be seen as the classic example of how
to answer the question: 'What is Islamic Art?'
Islamic weavings have given the world a large number
of most beautiful works of art, of two types. The ancient
Sasanid tradition was continued in luxurious weavings,
mainly from silk. The flamboyance and extravagance of
the designs on these fabrics make the intricate carpet
motifs pale by comparison. Textiles triumphant with
huge plant and flower compositions, vast 'heraldic'
shapes of lions, eagles and elephants, and richly filled
medallions were the undeniable symbols of wealth and
power. They were more valuable than gold or silver and
formed an admirable gift for princely rulers. In the late
Middle Ages the designs became more complex and the
embroidered textiles would often be illustrated with
thematic pictures, for example scenes from the 1 2th-cen
tury Persian poem Layla and Majnun by Nizami
Ghandjavi, or the figures of people dancing and making
merry. These textiles would often be made into garments
with a severe design and elegant noble inscriptions of
benedictions, and they recalled the royal workshops
where the textile had been produced. The weavings
from 1 1th- and 1 2th-century Syria and Egypt are possibly
the best-known. They are called tiraz (from the Persain
word for embroidery) and were made in special state
workshops. The name of the workshop and often the
date, would be mentioned on the tiraz in the same way
as on coins. And like coins, the tiraz served to demon
strate the power of a ruler. It was a special privilege of
power to grant the right and means to produce works of
art at the cost of the state. These works were then pre
sented to warriors who had distinguished themselves in
battle, to scholars and to poets.
Court patronage, in some cases state commissions,
was an imp01tant aspect of the social structure support
ing artistic production. Attached to the largest courts
there would be entire districts where artisans lived,

cance, are considered to be a sign of wealth and piety.
Moreover they would be presented not only to mosques,
but also as gifts to private persons.
In Syria and Egypt under the Mamluks remarkable
lamps were produced. They were large pieces of glass
with a wide uncovered neck. Across the base, usually in
blue enamel, colourful inscriptions would announce the
name of the donor or the recipient, set amid a luxuriant
branching plant motif. It is not uncommon, especially on
lamps, to find heraldic devices from the 1 1th to the 13th
century referring to the rank at court of the person in
question - the sultan's shield-bearer, cupbearer, and
suchlike.
An unusual type of domestic ware was the container
for scented water or for incense. Some of these, decorat
ed with fine fretwork and enamelling, would be used as
receptacles and others - especially those with a long
narrow neck - were used for dispersing rose-water.
Pleasing fragrances played an important part in the daily
life of Muslims and became pan of their artistic world
together with such natural phenomena as gardens, flow
ers, fountains and song-birds.
No product of Islamic art is so characteristic or so com
mon as carpets. They are to be found in homes of every
social level and in buildings of every type, whether they
be mosques or palaces. They cover the floor, they give
structure to the entire life of the Muslim, from birth to
grave. The carpet is the surface upon which they play,
pray, eat, sleep, and converse with friends. Different pat
terns and techniques in carpets provide convincing illus
tration of the ever-changing marriage of unity and diver
sity in the Muslim world.
The figurative world of the carpet is vast. The main
distinguishing features of all carpets - be they Persian,
Turkish, Caucasian, Maghribi or other - are the different
combinations of plant and geometric motifs. For exam
ple, the plant motifs ll'\ay become more geometric, and
the geometric motifs may sprout curls and twirls. Often
the geometric pattern derives from a symbolism from
pre-Islamic times or from specific districts in the Islamic
world. Plant ornamentation may have varying degrees of
.
abstraction. It is sometimes extremely complex, forming
part of an overall rhythm, but then again, especially in
Persian carpets, there are recognizable plants, mingling
in a luxuriant flowerbed and creating the appearance of
a garden. In some cases there is appropriate staffage in
these gardens - peacefully grazing animals, or wild
creatures prowling after the unsuspecting ones. The next
step is the appearance of the hunrsmen, in their turn
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Moreover they would be presented not only to mosques,
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In Syria and Egypt under the Mamluks remarkable
lamps were produced. They were large pieces of glass
with a wide uncovered neck. Across the base, usually in
blue enamel, colourful inscriptions would announce the
name of the donor or the recipient, set amid a luxuriant
branching plant motif. It is not uncommon, especially on
lamps, to find heraldic devices from the 1 1th to the 13th
century referring to the rank at court of the person in
question - the sultan's shield-bearer, cupbearer, and
suchlike.
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for scented water or for incense. Some of these, decorat
ed with fine fretwork and enamelling, would be used as
receptacles and others - especially those with a long
narrow neck - were used for dispersing rose-water.
Pleasing fragrances played an important part in the daily
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together with such natural phenomena as gardens, flow
ers, fountains and song-birds.
No product of Islamic art is so characteristic or so com
mon as carpets. They are to be found in homes of every
.social level and in buildings of every type, whether they
be mosques or palaces. They cover the floor, they give
stmcture to the entire life of the Muslim, from birth to
grave. The carpet is the surface upon which they play,
pray, eat, sleep, and "COnverse with friends. Different pat
terns and techniques in carpets provide convincing illus
tration of the ever-changing marriage of unity and diver
sity in the Muslim world.
The figurative world of the carpet is vast. The main
distinguishing features of all carpets - be they Persian,
Turkish, Caucasian, Maghribi or other - are the different
combinations of plant and geometric motifs. For exam
ple, the plant motifs ll)ay become more geometric, and
the geometric motifs may sprout curls and twirls. Often
the geometric pattern derives from a symbolism from
pre-Islamic times or from specific districts in the Islamic
world. Plant ornamentation may have varying degrees of
abstraction. It is sometimes extremely complex, forming
part of an overall rhythm, but then again, especially in
Persian carpets, there are recognizable plants, mingling
in a luxuriant flowerbed and creating the appearance of
a garden. In some cases there is appropriate staffage in
these gardens - peacefully grazing animals, or wild
creatures prowling after the unsuspecting ones. The next
step is the appearance of the huntsmen, in their turn

attacking both the wild lion and the peaceful antelope.
The so-called garden carpets contain schematic pictures
of not only trees but also rivers and ponds (sometimes
with fish). All these things might be presented in a highly
stylized manner, so much so as to become almost unrec
ognizable.
In contrast, the prayer rugs mentioned above show an
almost realistic picture of part of the mosque, while at
the same time providing a symbolic representation of
certain 'doorways' into the presence of God. The carpets
contain almost all the artistic principles of Islamic art and
almost its entire iconographic repertoire. To a large
extent they may be seen as the classic example of how
to answer the question: 'What is Islamic Art?'
Islamic weavings have given the world a large number
of most beautiful works of art, of two types. The ancient
Sasanid tradition was continued in luxurious weavings,
mainly from silk. The flamboyance and extravagance of
the designs on these fabrics make the intricate carpet
motifs pale by comparison. Textiles triumphant with
huge plant and flower compositions, vast 'heraldic'
shapes of lions, eagles and elephants, and richly filled
medallions were the undeniable symbols of wealth and
power. They were more valuable than gold or silver and
formed an admirable gift for princely rulers. In the late
Middle Ages the designs became more complex and the
embroidered textiles would often be illustrated with
thematic pictures, for example scenes from the 12th-cen
tury Persian poem Layla and Majnun by Nizami
Ghandjavi, or the figures of people dancing and making
merry. These textiles would often be made into garments
with a severe design and elegant noble inscriptions of
benedictions, and they recalled the royal workshops
where the textile had been produced. The weavings
from 11th- and 12th-century Syria and Egypt are possibly
the best-known. They are called tiraz (from the Persain
word for embroidery) and were made in special state
workshops. The name of the workshop and often the
date, would be mentioned on the tiraz in the same way
as on coins. And like coins, the tiraz served to demon
strate the power of a ruler. It was a special privilege of
power to grant the right and means to produce works of
art at the cost of the state. These works were then pre
sented to warriors who had distinguished themselves in
battle, to scholars and to poets.
Court patronage, in S()me cases state commissions,
was an important aspect of the social stmcture support
ing artistic production. Attached to · the largest courts
there would be entire districts where artisans lived,
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working for the rulers. The patrons of art were rulers and
functionaries of all levels. The system was maintained
partly through the custom of donating gifts. Those in a
higher position rewarded those below them who in then
returned the gesture by honouring their superiors with
other gifts.
Many gifts and beautiful objects were presented to the
mosques and institutions dedicated to God. Islamic soci
ety supported the custom of awqaf (plural of waq/J ,
donating possessions for pious ends. In many cases a
waqf would be a beautifully decorated manuscript, a
silver-inlaid bronze candlestick or torchstand, or a
lectern for the Qur'an made from wood and ivory. The
ornamental inscriptions decorating such objects preserve
for posterity the names of both the donors and the recip
ients. And not infrequently the artist would confidently
announce his own name, placing it in a prominent posi
tion. The Islamic a1tisans occupied a secure position in
the hierarchy of urban life where the focal point was
formed by the marketplace, serving both the aristocracy
and all layers of municipal society.
In addition, objects were produced for the free market.
Some of these were articles on which the benedictory
inscription contained no name. In some cases the name
was added later to a work that was finished. Thanks to
the huge demand for applied art objects there were bod
ies (like guilds) of artists, headed by .the calligraphers
who were given the greatest respect and honour. In the
production of an object tasks became separated - a dif
ferent craftsman would, for example, make the inlay on
a work, or decorate a piece that had been produced by
another group of craftsmen.
Medieval and post-medieval Islamic society was highly
urbanized. The city was the place where the aristocracy
was always present and was a comprehensive centre for
trades and crafts. Consequently there was considerable
social mobility, an absence of sharply delimited lines
between social classes and a comparatively large middle
class. With respect to art this could be seen in the fact
that a great deal of art production was directed towards
an extremely wide range of the public with their associ
ated broad spectrum of tastes.
This didn't mean there was no elitist art. It certainly
existed, open-minded and extremely luxurious, to be
found only at the most sophisticated courts. This
explains the existence of illuminated manuscripts, frivo
lous frescoes and opulent garments. However, much of .

this sumptuous work has a more accessible equivalent.
The general stylistic principles were the same whether
work was produced for palace or market place. The
basic elements of the artistic language did not change.
Indeed - the upper middle class, consisting of wealtl1y
and socially active merchants - would often fill their
homes with the same sumptuous objects as the nobility.
A good example of this is the Bobrinsky Bucket. The
nature of the images it contains, the aristocratic banquet
with the riders playing at polo, certainly suggests a noble
client. The object is, however, produced as a gift for an
important tradesman. The convergence of tastes from
differing social classes, the mutual expansion of taste,
had the result that many of the art objects were suitable
for a cultural middle class, somewhere between the
nobility and the uneducated masses. This 'democratic'
aspect of medieval Islamic society should be remem
bered when we are considering Islamic a1t. Even with all
their sumptuousness and costliness the examples that we
know of present us with a wide cross-section of culture.
The artistic language that they spoke was understood by
many.
All domestic ware was subjected to a common artistic
style. This appeared in the most eve1yday objects since
,in principle even the most luxurious of these was intend
ed for everyday use.
By handling and using these objects people encoun
tered and came to recognize their beauty so that gradual
ly, the message that the artist had implicitly instilled in
his work, was transmitted to those who acquired it. At
the highest level, this meant that the quality of the work
was increasingly appreciated by the viewer or user the
more they handled the object or looked at it. The next
stage was the layer of inscriptions which were read often not without difficulty: There followed more pro
found experiences, when the patterns and their rhytl1m
aroused certain feelings flowing from the Islamic view of
life. Like all medieval art, that of Islam was saturated
with deeper meanings. However, these were seldom
expressed in concrete images, as in Christianity. They
could be understood because they made reference to
certain fixed ideas and feelings about the unfathomable
God whom people could approach, and to the delight in
the divine creation, and to the blessed realms of Paradise
that would be reached at the end of the world after the
Day of Judgment.
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Ten Masterpieces of Muslim Art

The well-known hadith censuring the creation of images refers first of all to three-dimen
sional images, that is, "sculpture". Nonetheless, quite many Muslim bronze figures of various
animals are found in museums.
It is not difficult, however, to explain this discrepancy. All these figures - aquamaniles,
incense-burners, candlesticks, etc. - had a purely utilitarian function. All were elements of
the decoration of feast carpets - fairly ordinary objects of everyday use, unable to contain
any threat of idolatry. Meanwhile by the thirteenth century the production of figured bronze
vessels died out, giving way to abstract forms. Presented below are one of the earliest and
one of the latest samples of Muslim bronze "sculpture".

The Figure of an Eagle
by Master Suleyman
. Iraq (?), 180 1 796-797
Bronze ( b rass), silver, copper, cast, inlaid. Height 38 cm
The State Herm itage M useum, St Petersburg

This bronze figure of an eagle, 38 cm high, has a
fin ely engraved body and carries a double-line
ins cription in the Kufic script on the neck: "In the
na me of the Most Merciful Allah, Blessing [from] Allah.
This is what Suleyman made in the city of AL-FSR (?) in
the year 1 80". The year 180 in Muslim chronology
(Hegira) corresponds to AD 796-797. Thus this vessel
dates from the very beginning of the Abbasid era and as
su ch can be considered a product of the earlier,
O mmayyad, tradition. The place of manufacture, carved
in keeping with monumental tradition, that is, without
vowel signs and without distinguishers for similar letters,
has not been identified so far. Although many places
have bee n suggested, including Nishapur and Kashan in
Iran, Kasan in Central Asia and even the Anfas district in
Ch ina, no final conclusion has been reache d on this
score. The stylistic features of the inlays however, speak
in favour of Iraq as the most probable place of origin.
Stylistically this figure goes back to the traditions of
p re-Islamic Sassanid Iran. It has preserved f�atures of
solem n realism but also displays an obvious stylization
of form inherent in the Muslim repertoire of decorations.

In spite of this, the figure is full of vigour, which
becomes especially clear when compared with
other similar images where the decorative principle
is more pronounced.
The incense-bruner of the Ommayyad era (8th cent.)
in the of form of an eagle (Berlin) is lavishly inlaid with
rosettes, vines and figures of birds and hares. Its decora
tive aspect is enhanced by an ornate handle but the turn
of the head also manifests a liveliness similar to the
Hermitage figure.
The aquamanile of the Fatimid era ( 1 1 th cent.) from
the Monastery of St Catherine is so decorative that the
sensation of power invariably produced by eagle images
is almost completely lost. The dog-shaped handle adds
to the sense of irreality. The inscription - "to the owner
of this" - shows that the vessel was made for sale, not
to order.
The functions of eagle figures display several stages of
evolution from ancient tradition. In Iran such vessels
were used for wine and in religious rituals. Small open
ings in the beak and the lower part of the trunk show
that our figure was used as an aquamanile for everyday
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ablution. Four holes on the head point to another, later
function - that of an incense-burner - which is also
confirmed by a later lug for suspension placed on the
head. There is evidence that as late as the nineteenth
centllly this figure served as a wholly pagan totem in
one of the villages in the North Caucasus.
The inlays covering the entire figure have barely sur
vived after numerous cleanings. Some areas show traces
of primitive restoration. The silver and copper wires
have been lost almost eve1ywhere and only the engrav
ing is preserved.
The unbroken inlaid pattern is a vivid feature of the
Muslim artistic vocabulary, being a re-interpretation of
ancient traditions. Most of the body is covered with a cel
lular design imitating plumage. There is a round medal
lion with a large rosette on the bird's breast. Similar
smaller rosettes are seen on the neck where they com
bine with stylized branches and leaves.
The gradual ornamentalization of bird figures can also
be traced in other objects in the Hermitage collection.
A characteristic bird of prey decorates the spout of a

bronze Iraqi jug of the eighth or ninth century. The ves
sel itself abounds in abstract and plant ornament, both
flat (inlays) and three-dimensional (mouldings and laid
on plaques). Another jug of the same time is decorated
with large flat Iranian-like relief figures of peacocks on
both sides of a palm apparently retaining the symbolic
significance of the "tree of life". Another recurring motif
is the representation of a fox and grapes on the spout.
All the above examples show how pre-Islamic artistic
traditions changed with the passing of time, while pre
serving their distinctive artistic characteristics and their
intrinsic symbolical meaning.
As regards the figured vessel by master Suleyman, the
ornithologist may object that the bird depicted is not
necessarily an eagle. Yet, it is undoubtedly a bird of prey
whose striking strength is emphasized by the craftsman.
Consequently, the tiny patterns and inscriptions notwith
standing, it preserves the centuries-old meaning inherent
in representations of eagles - the solemn and proud
majesty of a victor.

Eagle-shaped vessel for water
Iraq, late 8th -early 9th century. Bronze, height 34.5 cm
Museum of Islamic Art, Berlin
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The Cow by Master Ali
'Ali ibn M u hammad ibn Abu-1-Qasim.
Ira n , Mu harram 603 I August-September 1206
Bronze (brass), silver, cast, inlaid. Height 35 cm
The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg

This bronze aquamanile takes the form of a
sculptural group: a cow assaulted by a lion (snow
leopard ?) while feeding her calf. The vessel is lav
ishly decorated with silver inlays (for the most part only
the engraved work survives). There are deep incisions
on the cow's neck, evidently made by a pious iconoclast
in order to rid the figure of its illusory realistic aspect.
The group is richly decorated using Persian inscrip
tions with Arabic inse11s. The cursive script is indicative
of a different era, compared to the previous figure of an
eagle: this group is among the last examples of figured
vessels. The inscription on the muzzle and neck of the
cow states: "These cow, calf and lion, all three cast at
one time with the aid of Just, Amighty God by the action
[i.e. on commission] of Ruzbeh ibn Afridun [ibn] Burzin.
Blessed be the owner of this, Shah-Burzin, ibn Afridun
[ibn] Burzin. Made by Ali ibn Muhammad ibn Abu-1Qasim, an-naqqash in the month of muharram of the
year six hundred and three" . Thus, the vessel was made
in the Muharram of 603 A . H . , that is, in August
September 1206. The author of the inscription calls him
self "naqqash" - an engraver, artist, from which it fol
lows that he drew the designs on the cow's body. Most
likely, he was also responsible for the creation of the
group itself, because at the beginning of the inscription
he boasts that all the figures were cast together. The
aquamanile is in fact an astonishing show of mastery
worthy of special mention. The reader can notice that
the craftsman has a perfectly Muslim name. On the con
trary, the names of the customer - Ruzbeh - and his
brother for whom the aquamanile was made - Shah
Burzin - are perfectly Persian with allusions to ancient
epos. It is also worthy of note that the craftsman
engraved his name with assurance in the central part of
the figure, next to that of the customer or instead of it.
This phenomenon is characteristic of the Muslim world:

craftsmen did not hesitate to immortalize them
selves not only indirectly but also directly in their
works. Inscriptions turned into pa11 of the ornament
which, in this case, features several tiers of engraved
figured representations. Many of these find analogies in
the inlaid bronze articles of Khorassan (12th-early 13th
century), the pictures on the famous Bobrinsky bucket,
in pa11icular. The upper tier features scenes of amuse
ments - musicians with a tambourine, lute and harp, a
cup-bearer with a vessel and backgammon-players in the
centre. Below is a tier with horsemen, apparently
engaged in falconry. Still below are animals running
amongst the arabesque-like sprouts of plants. Engraved
on the fore-legs of the cow are fancy medallions and
birds' figures, on the neck is a plant ornament, on the
haunches are bizarre decorative trees with fishes by the
roots, and on the hump again a plant ornament.
Geometric patterns and a hide-imitating design cover
the body of the lion while that of the calf features beasts
with human heads (sphinxes) and ducks. Thus, we see
here almost the entire repertoire of Muslim decorative
motifs. This typically Muslim object incorporates a large
number of patent elements of the ancient stylistics and
symbolics transformed into a decorative pattern. It is
hardly worth doubting that the symbolic meaning of
images was shifted to the background but did not disap
pear completely. These representations on everyday
objects retained the significance of talismans protecting
their owners.
In any event, the modern observer cannot get rid of
the sensation that this aquamanile presents the perennial
image of rotation: birth (calf), maturity with the creation
of young (cow) and death (lion - show leopard). All
the three stages in the life of all creatures are fused in a
single dynamic sculpture, in its combination of realistic
and decoratively-stylized details.
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Muslim artists put a lot of effort and inspiration into the creation of everyday objects. Due
to the strict conventions of religious art, it was in the sphere of applied art that the most
striking masterpieces were produced. Presented below are two of them, the Herat
(Bobrinsky) bucket and the Basilewsky vase, dating from the same time but made from dif
ferent materials. Both feature a similar repertoire of depictions.

The Bobrinsky Bucket
M u hammad i b n 'Ahd ai-Wahid and Mas'ud i b n Ahmad annaqqash
Iran (H erat), Muharram 559 I December 1163
Bronze (brass), silver, copper, cast. hammered , inlaid. Height 18.5 cm
The State Hermitage Museum. St Petersburg

This bronze bucket, most probably made in
Herat in the thirteenth century, comes from the
superb collection of artistic metalwork assembled by
the archaeologist Alexander Bobrinsky.
Used as a bath tub, it is small, about 19 cm high, but
lavishly decorated with silver and red copper inlays.
Silver and copper wires and plates were hammered into
narrow grooves. There are engraved inscriptions on the
silver plates.
The handle, decorated with lion figures and heads,
carries a silver-inlaid inscription in the . naskh script: "In
the month of muharram of the year five hundred and
fifty-nine". According to Western chronology the bucket
was thus manufactured in December 1 163. Found below
are two well-wishing inscriptions generally characteristic
of Muslim works: . . . "and supremacy, and happiness, and
health, and order", . . . and peace, and grace, and perfec
tion, and salvation, and longevity". They served as a tal
isman for the owner.
On the upper horizontal rim is the most significant
inscription written in Arabic in the naskh script: "This
work was ordered by Abd ar-Rahman ibn Abd Allah ar
Rashidi. Chased by Muhammad ibn abd al-Wahid.
Decorated by hajjib Mas'ud ibn Ahmad an-naqqash
[artist), Herat. For the owner of this [object] the eminent
hajji Rukn ad-din, the glorious of merchants, the
Muslims' trusted man, an ornament to the hajj and both
holy places [Mecca and Medina] Rashid ad-din Azizi ibn
a! Hussein az-Zanjani, may his fame endure". The bucket
was thus made in Herat. The craftsmen involved did not
shy away from naming themselves. The vessel was made .
by Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahhab and the decorations
by a master engraver respectably nicknamed 'hajjib
Masud an-Naqqash'.

The bucket was commissioned by Abd ar
Rahman ar-Rashidi as a gift for Rashid ad-din azZanjani, who was a well-known tradesman (the
of merchants") and probably contributed with
money and deeds to the organization of pilgrimages to
Mecca. Hence his honorable nicknames connected with
the hajj.
This work of high artistic merit was thus not made for
. a military leader as was usually the case. In point of its
inscriptions and representations, however, the bucket is
akin to objects created for the nobles whom the mer
chant class always imitated.
The body of the bucket is adorned with several strips
of representations and inscriptions. The top of the outer
rim features figures of birds seeming to kiss. Then fol
lows a wide tier with a lavishly embellished inscription
in the naskh script. The letters are executed in a wide sil
ver inlay. The tops of their vertical stems are ending in
human half-figures waving Sticks, swords, goblets, flow
ers and tambourines. The faces are both bearded and
beardless. The vertical parts of the letters are turning into
dragons' mouths and the letter "vav" has the form of a
fish. Everything is moving in horizontal and vertical
rhythms. The inscription is interrupted by four round
medallions where, inside the rosette, we see thrones
with wide-open dragons' mouths on lateral poles. Seated
on the dragon thrones are human figures with variously
shaped turbans on their heads and with goblets or ves
sels in hands. Such figures with dragons usually symbol
ize a solar eclipse.
The inscription, interrupted by the medallions, con
tains a chain of good wishes: "May the owner of this be
granted glory and well-being, and might, and peace, and
happiness, and protection, and longevity, and prosperi76

ty, and health, and victory, and gratitude, and a long
life".
Further below is the most celebrated strip of decora
tions with a set of genre scenes. The composition is
centred on a large vase with jutting out trees and flow
ers, located roughly under one of the medallions. On
the one hand, it is reminiscent of vases depicted in
the mosaics of the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem
and later occurring on carpets, including prayer mats.
On the other hand, it is the perennial m-otif of the "tree of
life". To the left are two bearded men playing backgam
mon. Then follow stick-players (fighters), musicians with
a drum, a bearded man conversing with a youth, a youth
with a sabre and goblet running towards a seated figure,
a singer with an open mouth, musicians with a tarn-

bourine, harp and lute, and, finally, a young man listen
ing to them, with a flower by a bowl of fruit. Further left,
we see bearded men with a goblet and a horn, seated at
a table with vessels; two conversing figures; a youth pre
senting flowers to a man seated by a bowl of fruit; a
young man seated by a bowl of fruit listening to harp
and lute-players. Still further, a youth is handing a bowl
of fruit to young men holding a vessel and a goblet; two
men talking by a bowl of fruit; a man with a flower by a
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listening to harp- and pipe-players. The circle is closed,
then comes the "tree of life ".
We have here a set of amusement scenes. Bearded
and beardless men are eating fruit, conversing, drink
ing wine, listening to music and playing. Servants are
serving food and drinks, playing musical instru
ments, holding fans (flowers), singing, dancing,
enacting scenes. All this calls to mind the subject
matter of numerous feasting scenes which frequently
occur in pre-Islamic and, later, Muslim art. Bowls, vessels
and book illuminations often feature figures of rulers
(usually of a larger size than other figures) surrounded
by carousing nobles, musicians and cup-bearers. In the
given case, though, there is no central figure unless we

bowl of fruit listening to a lute-player; figures carrying
trays with vessels and goblets to another man with a
flower; a bearded man with a goblet looking at a danc
ing figure; a bearded man with a sword attacking a man
shooting a bow; a bearded man with a goblet approach
ing a seated figure.
Finally, two young men with a goblet and a flower are
seated in front of intricately-shaped vessels and another
young man is seated before a tray with vessels and fruit,
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another with a sword falling from his steed. A n archer is
shooting at a beast with a feathered tail, that has been
seized by a dog. Before them a horseman is driving the
ball with a polo-mallet towards the horsemen fighting a
double-headed dragon. One has speared its mouth and
the other, turning back, is shooting an arrow at the sec
ond head. The next personage with a trained snow leop
ard (?) on his horse is hitting a horned animal with two
arrows. A horseman with a hunting bird, turning back, is
looking at them.
The frieze consists of compositionally enclosed scenes
forming a kind of arabesque. The preceding frieze also
includes a scene of battle, seemingly uniting both series
of pictures. While the upper frieze allows us to recon
struct the scene of a royal feast, this tier features vestiges
of the Sassanid representations of the ritual royal hunt.
There is no central figure here, either. True, the figure
under the "tree of life" is most closely related to the hunt
ing scene.
One picture is patently a scene from a game of polo.
All the others are dragon-fighting scenes. The researcher
is tempted to see them as echoes of ancient epic tales,
but there is in sufficient material for that. We can speak,
though, of the conventional combinations of figures bor. rowed from ancient art, which were gradually turned
into an abstract ornament.
The next, sixth, tier carries yet another inscription in
the naskh script. It is divided by four medallions and
interlaced with representations of animals. The tops of
the letters bear the conditional signs of human faces.
Like the preceding ones, it is a well-wishing inscription" :
"May the owner o f this granted glory and well-being, and
might, and prosperity, and happiness, and peace, and
intercession, and health, and gratitude, and victory, and
eminence, and majesty, arid perfection, and generosity,
and support, and protection, and mercy, and order, and
permanency, and longevity".
Among the letters, as if among forest trees, hares and
antelopes are running away from clogs. The scenes of
the chase link this frieze to the preceding representation
al one which also includes hunting scenes with hounds.
Four medallions, in their turn, link this frieze to the
upper tier featuring large medallions with dragon
thrones. Here figures with crossed legs are placed in the
medallions. Two figures are holding vessels seemingly
suspended from their arms, one is holding a goblet and
the fourth - some pendant.
The seventh and last frieze is decorated with an orna
ment of branches with buds and representations of pairs
of animals in cartouches. It is again hares, antelopes and

take it to be the enthroned figures in the upper tier,
which is hardly possible, or the extreme right-hand fig
ure in front of the "tree of life" before the tray in this tier.
One can infer, however, that the scene bears a more
general character and depicts a feast of equals not in a
palace but in a city quarter or a city bazaar. The reader
will remember that the bucket was made for a merchant.
Then follows a tier with a Kufic inscription. The stems
of the letters are interwoven in an elaborate geometric
ornament and look like garlands. There are no represen
tational details similar to the preceding inscription, and
many words can only be deciphered with difficulty. The
text contains the following chain of good wishes: "May
the owner of this be granted happiness, and blessing,
and might, and well-being, and success, and protection,
and perfection, and generosity, and gratitude, and help,
and Victory, and success, and suppo11, and peace, and
strength, and health, and order, and strength, and glory,
and resurrection, and the future life, and prosperity, and
permanency, and praise, and might, and reward, and
mercy and longevity".
The next tier shows various scenes on horseback hunting, battle, competition. All of them are united by a
single direction of movement - almost all the horsemen
are riding from right to left. Right below the medallion
and the "tree of life" there is a scene in which an archer
is shooting an arrow at an approaching horseman hold
ing a spear but misses. An unmounted soldier with a
sword is attacking the archer. To the left of this scene is a
rider with a beast mauling the croup of his horse. Further
left are two horsemen riding peacefully. One is holding a
hunting bird in his left hand and a lion and a dog are
running by the feet of the other. Next to them, two
horsemen are fighting a dragon: one spearing its neck by
the wings and the other shooting an arrow directly at its
mouth.
The figure of a seated bird seems to separate this
scene from the next one: a dragon attacking a horseman
bearing a spear embellished with ribbons. Another sol
dier with a raised sword is striking the monster. A horse
man with something resembling a polo-mallet is looking
back at his fellow assaulted by the dragon.
The next scene shows a horseman repulsing both the
warrior with a spear and the wild beast mauling the
croup of the horse. The beast is injured by two arrows
released by a third horseman.
Further, a horseman with a drawn sword and a bird on
his arm is attacking a dragon while a mounted warrior
with a bow, turning back, is shooting at it. Further on,
we see a horseman with a spear and a polo-mallet and
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dogs. The spaces between the cartouches are filled with
representations of birds resembling those at the very top
of the bucket and thus completing the composition.
What we have here is the elaborate scheme of decora
tions which involves all basic types of Muslim ornament:
inscriptions, plant motifs (arabesque) and geometric
designs. A multitude of human and animal figures are
turned into an ornament, obeying its rhythm. The deco
rative friezes are cleverly organized and interrelated.
A definite rhythm also unites the individual, compactly
arranged scenes seemingly circling through the forests
and the gardens of letters and good wishes. The orna
ment forms a well-thought-out integral whole: an infinite
movable pattern, a multifigured arabesque.
The meaning of representations is not simple and can
serve as an example of the many-layered conceptual
nature characteristic of Muslim art in general. At first
glance, these representations are perceived as entertain
ing scenes from the life of the Muslim well-to-do and
their favourite stories, providing an invaluable material
on the everyday life of Islamic society for the modern
researcher. A wide variety of costumes, weapons, mUSi
cal instruments and utensils, scenes of favourite amuse
ments and methods of combat and hunt, all delighted
contemporaries and continue to fascinate present-day
viewers.
The decor of the bucket, however, is invested with a
much deeper meaning. It paints a hierarchic picture of
the world, starting from the heavens represented by
birds and symbols of eclipse (figure on the dragon
throne) and ending with the symbols of earthly life, unit
ing people of different strata of society, fabulous crea-

·
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tures, animals and plants. These are those "worlds", as it
were, which, according to the Qur'an, are governed by
Allah, the "pantocrator or the lord of worlds" . The sym
bols of the physical world served as the signs of the
owner's protection just like the well-wishing inscriptions
interlaced with them. The decoration of the bucket fur
mished a picture of the world called upon to sow the
seeds of good.
The beauty of the bucket's decor also alluded to
another "good" awaiting human beings protected by the
magic power of good wishes. Any feast scene was per
ceived as a vision presaging the feasts in the gardens of
Paradise. The sheen of the bronze with copper and silver
inlays served as a reminder of Paradise, as a reflection of
the Divine Light.
To understand the history of Muslim art it is worth
while to consider yet another set of details found in the
artistic decoration of the bucket. It shows a clear stamp
of Chinese and Indian influences. There are even dots on
the foreheads of many figures. The dragons on thrones
and in forests remind us again of the Far East. As a mat
ter of fact, it was in the Far East and Central Asia that the
technique of bronze encrustation flourished as early as
antiquity and this process persisted into the Middle Ages.
I t was in the eleventh and twelfth centuries that the Far
Eastern and Central Asian heritage, following the far
reaching migrations to the West as a result of conquests,
became a significant part of the Muslim cultural heritage.
Its elements fused together with elements of the long
assimilated heritage of the Near and Middle East, giving
rise to the emergence of a classical Muslim art.

The Basilewsky Vase
Iran, mid-13th century
Faience, lustre painted. Height 80 cm
The State Hermitage M useum, St Petersburg

This faience vase, remarkable for its size, decor
and beauty, was made in Iran in the mid-thirteenth
century. It comes from the well-known Basilewsky
collection of medieval antiquities.
Intended for water, it is 80 cm high and coated with
lustre. Large water vessels were an invariable part of the
Eastern household serving not only utilitarian purposes
but also as decorations for grander premises and struc
tures (see also the Fortuny vase, p. 88).
The vessel features relief patterns with representations
of animals, plants and human figures arranged in several
tiers, which makes it akin to the Bobrinsky bucket.
A special glaze containing metallic salts imparts a metallic
reddish sheen which distinguished one of the main vari
eties of Muslim pottery. The long-established principle of
producing ceramic articles in imitation of metallic items
acquired a special resonance in Muslim culture which
evolved a specific chain of associations with the glittering
treasures of Paradise - gold with silver- bronze - lustre
ceramics - rock crystal - glass, and so on.
After the initial firing with white glaze, the vase was
coated in lustre containing the finest plant designs
between the tiny relief figures, which produced an iri
descent dark background. The fine details on the figures
(faces, clothing and bodies) were also rendered in lustre.
·
Most of the small figures were left white, and the fine
pattern only accentuates their relief, simultaneously inte
grating them with the background into a single colour
tonality.
From the technical point of view, the making of such a
big vessel was an astonishing achievement. Its artistic
decoration is impeccable. It is a true masterpiece of
Muslim art. At the same time, one cannot but be puzzled
by the traces of blue glaze which are clearly out of place
in the middle part of the body. It may well be that some
where close by in the kiln there were other vessels from
which the blue glaze accumulated. We cannot rule out
either the possibility that the craftsman deliberately
applied several blue strokes in order to reduce the per-

fection o f his work, since genuine perfection is
accessible to Allah alone. Such a self-abasing
approach to creative work was quite common in the
Middle Ages, in Muslim art, in particular. Yet it marvel
lously co-existed with the craftsman's resolution to leave
signatures on the their works. However, there is no such
signature on this vessel.
The representations are arranged in five tiers, its
themes recalling the "world" on the Bobrinsky bucket.
Their metallic lustre sheen is also reminiscent of bronze
inlay.
In the upper tier, on the neck, there are figures of
musicians seated amongst tall plants. Below, between
the bent sprouts, we see antelopes and hares running
from hunters. The third tier is considerably wider than
the rest, being the focal point of the composition.
Mounted polo-players and servants carrying their mallets
are depicted among the plants. The game itself is not
shown. It is well known that polo was one of the
favourite aristocratic games in the Muslim East. In the
fourth tier, amongst the particularly bizarre plants, there
recur running animals, but next to a real antelope we see
a fabulous gryphon (c.f. the dragons on the Herat buck
et). The bottom tier features birds resembling herons
among the plants.
These scenes of the Muslim nobility's amusements
reflect the hierarchical division of the world - not as ful
ly as on the Herat bucket, yet quite in tune with it.
Muslim pottery, represented here by one of its most
supreme achievements, rivalled with metal in an effort to
achieve an effect similar to its sheen and eventually
acquired a new quality of lustre gleam unattainable with
simple metals. At the same time, Muslim potters compet
ed with highly-reputed Chinese ceramicists and although
it proved impossible to create exact copies they evolved
original methods of decoration and a distinctive style not
inferior to the Chinese either in terms of elegance or
inventiveness. All this led to the fusion of some of the
basic elements of Eastern and Western aesthetics.
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In Islamic art light was a symbol of divinity. Lighting devices, therefore, were an inalien
able part of the artistic decoration of mosques. Lamps with a wick served as a reminder of
the Divine Light. Transparent glass itself became a symbol of light. When vessels of trans
parent glass were filled with drinks, the play of light and colour took on something of a joy
ful, yet somewhat mystic dimension.

The Rock- Crystal Lamp
I raq (?), 10th century
Rock crystal, carved. 22 x 6.5 x 6.5 cm
The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg

The lamp was made in the tenth centwy, most
probably in Iraq. Today, when the production of
a1tificial crystal had long been mastered, it does not
immediately strike us what enormous effort and crafts
manship were needed to carve a hollow relief vessel
from a piece of a rare mineral famed for its hardness.
This was well understood in the Middle Ages when high
ly-valued crystal vessels took pride of place in the treas
ure-houses of kings. Crusaders brought them to
European church.es as the most precious of gifts.
To stress their admiration, craftsmen of the Ottoman
period decorated early crystal vessels with large precious
stones.
The Hermitage lamp - an early example of carving in
crystal - dates from the period which preceded the
peak of fashion for crystal articles in the Fatimid era.

The carved pattern follows pre-Islamic artistic
traditions transformed by the skilful ornamentalists
of the court workshops in Baghdad and Samarra.
The lamp has a pipe and a bowl with a crosspiece. They
are embellished with an unbroken relief pattern of plant
tendrils creating the rounded rhythms of vine-tendrils. It
is one of the kinds of a typical arabesque in which the
ornament is made of geometrisized leaves, but without
fruit. The oil poured into the bowl and the burning wick
imparted a new dimension to the carved designs, creat
ing a symphony of glimmering light.
The lamp was brought to Europe by crusaders. In the
sixteenth century it was placed on a gold.. support deco
rated with small figures of sea animals and divinities and
was used as a goblet.

The Glass Horn
Syria, 14th century (glass); Germany (?), 1551 (frame)
Glass. enamel, silver. gilt. Height 29.5 cm
The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg

The glass horn painted with enamel also came

was borrowed from Christian art and serves as a

to Europe with the crusaders . In the sixteenth cen

decorative detail rather than a confessional sign.

tury it belonged to a Teutonic knight who owned

The very character of the representation, however,

lands in Livonia where a silver, partly gilt mounting was

allows the researcher, should the will be there , to regard

made for it. Subsequently, the horn found its way to

it as a depiction of the four Evangelists . The neutral char

Peter the Great's Kunstkammer (Cabinet of Curios) in St

acter of the inscriptions also warrants the assumption

Petersburg.

that the addressee was a Christian, probably a crusader.

The horn or goblet in the form of a horn was most

The shape of this drinking-horn is more characteristic of

likely made in Syria in the fourteenth century. It features

the Christian world, although it occurs in the Muslim

two enamel strips bearing inscriptions in white enamel

environment as well .

with gold. Inscribed on the top: "Glory to our lord sultan,

Moreover, the stylistics, colour gamut and handwriting

wise and just king, fighter for faith, victorious and van

conform to the Muslim tradition. Most likely, Muslim

quishing". On the bottom: "Gl01y to our lord sultan, wise

craftsmen made such goblets for the market, taking into

and just king, fighter for faith, standing guard " . As we

account both Muslim and Christian clients . Such cultural

see, the texts correspond to standard dedicatOiy inscrip

convergence was typical for all the regions where

tions used on articles of the Mameluk period. In the

Muslim communities came into contact with Christian

present case, however, the inscriptions contain neither

ones. In this way, in the time of crusades Europeans

the name of the addressee nor any indications that he

gradually assimilated the tastes and customs of the more

professed Islam.

advanced Muslim civilization.

Between the inscriptions there are four draped figures,
each holding a book and bearing a halo. The nimbus

Drawing of a horn
U nknown artist
1730s
The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg
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The ornamentation of Muslim aJt is marked by the twin poles of Arabic inscriptions, the
carriers of meaning, which comprise a whole vocabulary of various scripts or decorative
styles, on the one hand, and by illuminations reproducing real scenes but also subordinated
to the canons and purposes of decorative art, on the other.

The Fortuny Vase
Spain (Malaga), second half o f the 14th century
Faience. Height 117 cm
The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg

This large faience vase for water, 1 17 cm high,
comes from the fabulous Alhambra Palace in
Granada, built by the last dynasty of Spain's Muslim
rulers, the Nasrides. Several similar vases have survived.
The Hermitage piece once belonged to the artist Mario
Fortuny who made a stand with lion heads for it, remi
niscent of the Lion's courtyard in the Alhambra. Since
such vases were dug into the earth or set on stands, their
bottoms are not decorated.
The vase is lavishly covered with white glazes and
painted with golden lustre which lends it a metallic
sheen (c.f. the Basilewsky vase, p. 8'2). It is a brilliant
example of Spain's Muslim art, in which the combination
of European and Asiatic traditions gave rise first to the
refined culture of Andalusia and then to the exalted cul
ture of Christian Spain. Its decor can serve as a veritable
encyclopedia of ornamental devices evolved by the
Muslim world.
The neck of the vase is vertically divided by jutting
partitions with ornamental vertical compositions
between. Some of them are studded with vegetable
motifs recalling the scheme of arabesque and vase of
plants. The ornament of others is predominantly geomet-

ric, with intricate angular intersections of lines.
There are several strips of intersecting geometric
ornament below. The body features two tall "wings"
with depictions of objects resembling banners-tops
amidst the fine lustre ornament. The almond-shaped
medallion with plant designs is surmounted by a magic
five-fingered, eyed palm - the well-known representa
tion of a Muslim charm. The almond-shaped medallion
on the other "wing" carries a Kufic inscription: "Well
being". Below the neck runs a well-wishing (?) inscrip
tion in the Granada naskh script, poorly readable. Below
again is a tier with round medallions, each bearing a
white Kufic inscription: "Health". Underneath is yet
another tier in which the golden Kufic letters embel
lished with flourishes form a single inscription repeating
just one word 'health' ('well-being').
The last tier features dynamic plant ornament with
broad strips and fine thread-like fillings of the back
ground.
The decor of the vase is a marvellous specimen of epi
graphic, plant and geometric ornament, giving an ample
idea of its function as a talisman for the owners and con
tents of the vessel.
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An Illumination to the ''l(bamsa"
Manuscript U Khamsa'' by N iza mi. 1431. Iran
M i niature for the poem The Story of Lay/a and Majnun
Noufal fighting with Layla's trieb. F. 185A
Paper, gouache, gold. 23.7 x 13.7 cm
The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg

The illumination was made in 1431 in Herat for

men is black - again a concrete and familiar

Timur's son Shahruh. Part of a world-famous man

detail of pre-Islamic Arabia where both serfs and

uscript, it represents a supreme achievement of

free men might be black. The swords, long Arab

Muslim miniature painting, an example of court art.

tunics and white turbans, indeed all the details aimed

The manuscript itself contains 38 illuminations and a

to underscore the authenticity of the event.

large number of embellishments including a patterned

Majnun, his arms folded on his breast, is watching the

frontispiece, medallions before each chapter, and head

battle from the top of the hill. According to the plot he

pieces and corners with vegetable designs. The text,

takes patt in it, but the artist's version is more in tune

ornament and illuminations are integrated so harmo

with the conventional image of the suffering poet: his

niously that the composition of illuminations sometimes

head is uncovered, his hair long and his coat thrown

echoes that of the text pages where the lines of the third

open.

column are arranged diagonally.

The miniature is dominated by the depiction of a hill.
It is covered with rare desert plants - grasses with flow

The five poems of the great Iranian poet Nizami,
Khamsa, are devoted to celebrated figures of ancient his

ers hiding behind the stones from the heat and bare

tory: the Iranian shahs Khosrau and B ahram Gur,

bushes. The large tree by which Majnun stands has a yel
lowish-green crown and every leaf is scrupulously delin

Alexander the Great and the poet Qais· called 'Majnun'.

eated. The solitary cloud is coiling like a dragon in the

Among the subje.cts recurring in all the poems are the
accounts of sufferings of the loving couples in which

sky. The composition also includes the ornamented

everyday and romantic aspects have philosophic and

poetic lines describing the battle . They seem to hang

mystic undertones. All the stories also express the sym

over the tree, containing the impetuous mqvement of the

bolism of Man's love of God, the aspirations of the

cloud.

human soul to know and "behold" God. Literature of this

The composition is sharp and dynamic. The hill and

kind provides a penetrating insight into a multilayered

part of the horsemen seem to fall out beyond the frame
of the miniature. The retreating men are pushed beyond

conceptuality peculiar to Muslim culture.

the limits of the scene . The diagonal movement is accen

The present illumination illustrates the story of the
tragic love between Majnun and Laila, two characters of

tuated by the thin impetuous lines of spears and raised

old. Arabian tales. The rigid laws of tribal feud prevented

swords terminating at the circles of shields and the cross

these lovers uniting in life . The touching account of

ings of the defending men's swords. Two swords are

Majnun's sufferings became a popular subject for numer

seen behind the hill edge .

ous works of fiction with mystical undertones. This pic

With their naked branches the barren trees enhance

ture reproduces an epic and dramatic episode of the

the impression of the nervous tension produced by the

poem: the brave warrior Naufa l , in sympathy with

composition. Yet, at the same time they set off the

Majnun's sufferings, has decided to fight Laila's kinsmen

unperturbed calmness of the large tree. The figure of

who hindered the lovers' trysts. Naufal's men are shown

Majnun is static too. The general intensity of the compo

at the moment of attacking Laila's tribe. As befits a story

sition is likewise neutralized by the huge hill with its

taking place in Arabia, all the soldiers are riding camels.

tranquil smooth lines. The lilac of the hill looks utterly

Behind the attackers one can see the heads of horses,

unreal but it fully corresponds to the traditional land

another characteristic sign of Arabia. One of Naufal's

scape colours of Persian miniature painting. The colour
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The repetitive use of canonical compositions also
served the entirely utilitarian, albeit also aesthetic, pur
pose, making them accessible to a larger number of peo
ple from different strata.
Moreover, various versions of the Majnun subject
allow researchers to trace the evolution of its treatment.
The initial drawings of the battle used to depict Persian
warriors clad in helmets and on horseback. Camels and
other Arabian realia appeared at a later date. The figure
of Majnun watching the battle did not arise immediately,
either. Yet it soon came into fashion and became con
ventional. The other discovery - carrying the hill and
action into the margins of the sheet - was also widely
used by illuminators.
Minute attention to detail and overriding decorative
ness, impetuosity and tranquillity, repetition and novelty,
all fuse together, accounting for one of the most remark
able characteristics of Muslim art in which details form
part of an infinite mobile whole.

scheme of the composlt!on is above all beautiful.
Although the colour patches - red, green and yellow
clothes, white turbans, black swords and red and green
shields - stand in contrast to one another, they create a
pattern at once pleasing to the eye and neutralizing, like
the outline of the hill, the intensity of the event.
This combination of dynamism and tranquillity is char
acteristic both of the poem's emotional tone and Muslim
miniature painting as a whole. Decorativeness prevails
over the representation proper, becoming the basic
means of conveying the message. The latter, however,
does not lose its force because of that. A separate illumi
nation illustrates not so much the event as the mood of
the poem in general, its innermost meaning.
Neither the subject nor the composition of the minia
ture is original for Muslim painting. Similar representa
tions occur in other illuminations for the story of Majnun,
which complies with one of the basic principles of
Muslim artists who relied on canonical compositions,
seeking to inject an original flavour and a fresh beauty to
the traditional scheme.
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One cannot imagine the world of Islam without either its jewellery or its
weapons. Both signified wealth and status, as a rule acquired by force.
The symbols of this status were created by the inspired work of Muslim artists.

The Dagger by Master Lari
Iran, 1031 I 1621-22
Steel, gol d , enamel, precious stones. emerald. Length 42,8 cm
The State Hermitage M useu m, St Petersburg

On the blade of damask steel is a Persian

invincible quality to the weapons. To this end,

inscription: "Made by Muhammad Lari. With the

ayas (verses) from the Qur'an or standard phrases

1031

like "There is no knight but Ali, and there is no

blade

I

widened

[split]

the

wound!

(1621-22)" . I t i s engraved b y the hilt, and i n order

sword but Zu-1-Faqqar!" were reproduced. Ali was

to read it the dagger should be turned forward and

the cousin of the Prophet Muhammad and a caliph

up, in the direction of a combat stroke. Created in Iran

famed

for

his

courageous

deeds .

Zu-1-Faqqar

in the seventeenth century, the dagger found its way to

("Grooved") was the sword which Ali received from

Peter the Great's Kunstkammer (Cabinet of Curios) and

Muhammad and which, according to legend, possessed

the Nicholas I Arsenal in Tsarskoye Selo. (There is anoth

magical powers.

er dagger by this master in the Moscow Armoury.)

A weapon was a sign of military rank, political power,

The hilt was made at a later date but also in the seven

a higher authority's respect and wealth. For this reason,

teenth century. It is catved from ebony and framed by

in many cases weapons served in place of all signs of

gold plates decorated with enamels and precious stones.

social distinction, being considered the best of gifts and

On the bands of the lower framing with Colombian

rewards.

emeralds and catving there is a thin strip of plant orna

Muslim weapons are marked by a fusion of decorative

ment (flowers and fruit). In the centre of the back of the

details of different dates. Preserving the blade (as the

hilt is a large spinel-mby on a red underlayer with beau

most valuable part of the dagger) the owner would

tiful emeralds, rubies and pearls set off by an enamel

change decorations depending on his current position in

background.

society. The lost stones on the Hermitage blade illustrate

The wooden sheath was manufactured somewhat later

yet another function of the precious weapon, that of the

and by another master. It is covered with gold leaf fea

owner's purse, as it were. · Precious stones could, if nec

turing filigreed flowers on stems in the medallions

essary, easily be removed from or put back in place on

formed by interlaced wavy bands. Along the upper edge

the weapon.

of the sheaf runs a ntrquoise tier and two emeralds are

Precious metals and stones played a prominent role in

placed on the lower edge . There is a pendant (again of

the decoration of weapons both because of their high

another date) with enamel and beryls on a green under

value and their diverse properties, including protective

layer.

ones. The right selection of stones could enhance the

The dagger is at once a brilliant and typical example of

owner's might and power. The glistening precious

the Iranian armourer's craft. The blade - the dagger's

stones and metals were not simply a feast for the eyes

most important and valuable part - was preserved as

but also a reminder of those gems which gleam before

long as possible and only its decoration and mounting

the righteous from the remote gardens of Paradise. The

were occasionally changed. As everywhere in the

mysterious light of precious stones served to impart a

Muslim world, blades often carried engraved inscriptions

mystic character to everyday objects from vessels to

recording the names of the craftsmen involved. The main

weapons.

function of inscriptions, however, was to impart an
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The Ring of Shah Jahan
India, second quarter of the 17th century
Gold, precious stones. Diameter 4 cm
The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg

Decorated with rubies, emeralds and a

This superb example of the art of Indian

large diamond, this gold ring belonged to
Shah jahan

Muslims was part of the treasury of the

(1 628-1 658), a powerful

Great Moguls seized by the Iranian ruler

ruler of the Mogul dynasty.

Nadir Shah in

The shah performed many great deeds

1741 . To inform the world

about his victory, the shah sent a huge

but today he is above all remembered for

embassy to Russia with gifts, that included

the construction of the Taj Mahal as a

a number of wonderful artefacts from the

mausoleum for his favourite wife Mumtaz-i

Mogul treasury. The ring has been kept in St

Mahal. The inner side of the ring carries an

Petersburg ever since. It represents a brilliant cul-

inscription: "Second lord of the auspicious (plane

mination of the centuries-long development of Muslim

tary) conjunction". This part of the official title of Shah

art with its combination of functionality, astrological

Jahan asserts that he was protected by a favourable

symbolics and decorative splendour invoking associa

alignment of two heavenly bodies. The first man to boast

tions with ea1thly power and heavenly bliss.

such an astrological blessing was his ancestor, the great

The ornamentation of Muslim art is marked by the

Timur.

twin poles of Arabic inscriptions, the carriers of meaning,

Such rings were made for archers . They were worn on

which comprise a whole vocabula1y of various scripts or

the thumb so as to avoid injury when releasing the bow

decorative styles, on the one hand, and by illuminations

string. This ring is ceremonial and only has the form of

reproducing real scenes but also subordinated to the

its practical counterparts.

canons and purposes of decorative art, on the other.
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Gifts of Nadir-Shah

In March of 1 739, the famous ruler of Iran, Nadir-Shah
0 73 6-47), took the city of Delhi, capital of the Great
Moguls. The enormous treasures of the dynasty fell into
the conqueror's hands.
Being proud of his victory Nadir-Shah, in autumn of
1739, sent two embassies: to Turkey and Russia in order
to inform the whole world about his triumph. The
embassy started to Russia on October 23, 1739, but came
to St Petersburg on October 2, 1 74 1 , only. There were
fou rteen elephants with them, and they had to move
very slowly.
There is a list of the gifts from Nadir-Shah in the
archives of the Minist1y of Foreign Affairs of Russia. It
contains fifteen rings and twenty-two other objects. Only
one ring and seventeen other objects are extant nowa
days. All of them are made of gold and decorated- with
precious stones and no less precious enamels. Taken
together, they form one of the world best collections of
jewehy from the epoch of the Great Moguls whose rich
es and luxllly used to strike the imagination of the rulers
all over the world.
Through the earthly brilliance of these objects one can
se e mystic light of unspeakable bliss.
The seventeen items that have come down to us were
p resenred to the imperial family. Nine of them were giv
en - to Emperor Ioann Antonovich, four (to each
perso n) - to the regentess Anna Leopoldovna and the
fu tu re E mpress Elizabeth Petrovna, daughter of Peter the
Great.
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Djika
India, 17th century
Neph rite. gold , precious stones. Height 17.1 c m
T h e State Hermitage M useum, S t . Petersburg

The

djika is a

lrurban adornment which indicates a h
position of irs owner.

Djika
India, 17th century
Neph rite (jade), precious and semi-precious stones.
Height 15.5 cm
The State Hermitage M useum, St Petersburg

Bracelet
India, 17th century
Gold, precious stones. enamel. Dia meter 11.8 cm
The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg

These bracelets belong to leg brJcelets. They can be separated into two halves.
Their inner surfaces are decerated with coloured enamels.
Presented to Ioann Antonovich.

Box with a tray
I ndia. 17th century
Gold, enamel. Diameter of the box 15.1 cm, dia meter of the tray 33 cm
The State Hermitage Museu m , St Petersburg

The outer surface of the box as well as the trey is decerated with wonderful
coloured enamel demonstrating the high level of craftsmanship of Indian
jewellers of the 1 7th century.
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Plate

Plate

India, 17th century
Gold, enamel. Diameter 19.7 cm
The State Herm itage M useu m, St. Petersburg

I n d i a , 17th centu ry
G o l d . enamel. Diameter 19.7 cm
The State Herm itage Museum, St. Petersburg

Presented to Elizabeth Petrovna.

Presented to Elizabeth Petrovna.

Table
Master Situram
India, 17th century
Gold, enamel, precious stones. 23.7 x 23.7 cm; height 10 cm
The State Hermitage M useu m , St. Petersburg

A rare, if not the single, item with the name of an Indian jeweller of the 17th
century indicated on his work. Besides that, there are some other inscriptions on
the inner sides of the legs which are not yet deciphered.
Presented to loann Antonovich.
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Pitcher
India, 17th century
Gold, rubies, emeralds, pearl. Height 31.5 cm
The State Herm itage Museum, St Petersburg

Presented to Elizabeth Petrovna.

Pitcher

Pitcher

India, 17th century
Gold, silver, precious stones. Height 26 cm
The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg

India, 17th century
Gold, silver, precious stones, pearl. Height 28.8 cm
The State Hermitage Museum . St. Petersburg

Presemed to Elizabeth Petrovna.

Presented to Anna Leopoldovna.
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Cup with a lid
I n d i a , 1 7th century
Gold, enamel, precious stones. Height 9 . 1 cm
The State Hermitage M useu m , St. Petersburg

The cup has a story of its own in Hussia. Empress Elizabeth Petrovna gave it
as a gift to her counier Anaswsiya Hessen-Hamburgskaya. After her death, her
brother, !van Betskoi ordered in Paris a romb stone with a relief depiction of
Minerva and the cup d'et:lt of 1741 representing Elizabeth Petrovna leading
her guards to attack the Winter Palace. This gold cup used to stand in the
altar before Minerva . The tomb stone, together with the cup, soon was
transferred to the Academy of Arts and then to the State Hermitage.
Presented to Anna Leopoldovna.

Pitch er
India, 17th century
Gold, silver, precious stones. Height 26 cm
The State Herm itage Museum, St Petersburg

Pitchers of this kind were, probably, intended for rosewater.
The large emeralds on its body are decorated with engraving.
Presented to loann Antonovich.
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Plate
India. 17th century
Gold, enamel, precious stones. Diameter 19.7 cm
The State Hermitage Museum, St. Petersburg

1 t is likely that the plate served as a base for a pitcher
Presented to loann Antonovich.
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Plate
India, 17th century
Gold, enamel. Diameter 19 cm
The State Herm itage M useu m , St. Petersburg

Presented to Anna Leopoldovna

Tray
India. 16th century
Gold, enamel, precious stones. Diameter 30.8 cm
The State Hermitage Museum, St. Petersburg

Most likely, an octagonal box used to be placed on this mmvellous
tray, which is not extant now.
Presented w loann Antonovich.
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Pitcher
I ndia, 17th century
Gold, silver, precious stones. Height 25.7 cm
The State Hermitage Museum, St. Petersburg

Presented to Anna Leopoldovna.
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Pitch er
I n d i a , 17th century
Gold, rubies, emeralds. Height 26.2 cm
The State Hermitage M useum, St Petersburg

Presented to Ioann Antonovich .

The Qur'an as Source of All Inspiration
The Qur'an i s the source o f inspiration for

ornamentation. However, the Qur'an is even

eve1ything a Muslim does and feels. This holy

more passionate and emotional - it is an ecstat

book comprises ideas and principles out of which

ic text, streaming in an uninterrupted flow from
the mouth of the Prophet. Here it should be noted

Islamic society has developed its laws, rules of con
duct and system of values.

that this ecstatic quality is apparent not only in the early

The Qur'an contains no direct statements concerning

suras (where there is an emotional tension connected

either art or the artistic process . However, the text itself

with the prophecies concerning Judgment Day and the

is of great artistic value and quite clearly contains the

terrible doom that will ensue) but also in the later chapters

sources and examples of which much Islamic art, not

(which present the laws and rules governing daily life).

only the litera1y, makes abundant use.

The verses

(ayas) of the Qur'an are clear in their sub

To Muslims, the Qur'an is Allah's greatest miracle, giv

stance and always well rounded off. They may be moved

en to His Prophet and by him to all humankind. The lan

from one part of the text to another without losing their

guage of the Qur'an is that in which Allah spoke to

meaning. Throughout the text of the Qur'an there are

Muhammad. What God revealed to Muhammad by

comparable or even identical formulae which combine

means of his messenger the angel Gabriel (Arabic Jibril

to give the effect of a specific semantic and artistic back

or Jibra'il) was passed on by the Prophet to his followers

ground. We do well to remember in this context that the

in the form of sermons. Initially these were stored in the

repetition of the name of Allah and of blessings is held in

memory and delivered orally, to be later committed to

Islam to be a devout and pious act.

paper. In this way the material, earthly version was creat

Repetition is a characteristic feature of qur'anic prose.

ed of the Holy Word which is a divine phenomenon

It serves both to honour God (in the nature of a prayer),

existing in heaven.

to emphasize a certain message, and to embellish the

It goes without saying that the language of God, as we

text. The repetitions have their own rhythm which may

should call the text of the Qur'an, is by definition beauti

change in different places in the holy scriptures.

ful. In Islamic religious literature there is a distinct cate

The embellishing words do not always hold an imme

gOiy of essays that concentrates on analyzing the stylistic

diate meaning. In many ecstatic, finely-worded sen

and linguistic beauty of the Qur'an and posits that it is

tences we find expressions that are almost impossible to

inimitable. For the book is indeed unique, cont�ining as

understand, and newly-coined words.

it does sermons that were created in a state of ecstatic

The Qur'an often gives a special explanation of these.

inspiration, taking the form of rhythmically shaped

This element of incomprehensibility increases the incan

prose .

tatory effect of many sentences . A great many of these

As artistic product the Qur'an is unique in Arabic liter

were used later as talismans, as a protection against mis

ature, in which it has no equivalent, either from before

fortunes and the Evil Eye. Another factor that makes the

or after the call of Muhammad. The text can neither be

text mysterious are the incomprehensible mixture of let

repeated nor imitated. Indeed, to imitate it would be

ters at the beginning of many suras, such as 'alif lam ra'

considered a grave sin.

(1 5th sura) . There are many theories regarding their orig

However, the Qur'an has special stylistic and artistic

inal intent. At all events, for the majority of Muslims they

features which influenced the development of Islamic

were obscure, but God's Word and as such holy. Thus

art. The text of the Qur'an is richly and almost excessive

they were inscribed on objects such as weapons.

ly 'decorated' . It is highly ornamental with its many repe

In general, a qur'anic text is specific and strongly con

titions and various associations, either immediate or sec

stmcted. The basic unit is called an aya (meaning 'won

ondary. On the whole the text lacks a narrative flow and

der') and is a more or less separate verse, but written

is moreover often interrupted by emphatic statements or

with the appearance of prose. In fact, they are not actual

emotional passages. All this is in keeping with Islamic

verses, since the text of the Qur'an isn't a poem. And
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although it is chanted aloud in a sing-song fashion, it is
certainly not a song. In fact, it may be said of the entire
Qur'an that it reminds you of many things, but is never
quite the same as anything else.
The text of the Qur'an, sent from heaven to earth, was
first committed to memory by certain people and then
written down. It was a disorganized text, without a defi
nite beginning, middle or end. People set it down in a
harmonious and highly formalized structure. Single ayas
were placed together in a separate su.ra. Critics may
however place question marks beside the manner in
which this was done. All the suras, whether they be long
or short, contain a selection of fundamental sermon
devices. For example, there is always a narrative ele
ment, exhortations, exorcisms, explanations and
'hymns'. In each sura almost all the chief ideas in the

holy writing appear and are always, albeit often in a
most unexpected way, linked with each other. Thus one
sura resembles a Qur'an in miniature.
Eve'Y sura begins (there is one exception, sura 9) with
a formula reminding people of Allah's sovereign power
and goodness, 'In the name of God, Most Gracious, Most
Merciful. ' In Arabic this is known as the basmala. Eve1y
sura has its own name, most of them appearing some
what strange and esoteric, such as 'The Cow' (2nd sura),
'The Spider' (29th), 'The Elephant' (105th), 'The Smoke'
(44th), 'The Sand Dunes' (46th) , or 'The Adoration'
(32nd, officially called 'The Prostration') and 'The One
Wrapped Up' (74th). In most cases such a word is char
acteristic of that sura. On closer examination it appears
to be in no way coincidental, for it defines the subject
that connects the entire sura. For example, the second

Copy of the Qzw'an
Spain (Valencia). 5 9 6 I 1199-1200
Vel l u m , ink, watercolours and gold; modern binding. 122 sheets, 17 x 16 cm
The Nasser D. Khalili Collection, London

The form of this manuscript is typical for a single-volume Qur'an manuscript produced in
Muslim Spain in the 12th centwy. This is the last of the seven copies made in Valencia
between 1 160 and 1 200 which was an important cenlre of manuscript produclion in the
second period of Muslim rule between 1 1 02 and 1 238.

Copy of the Qur'an
I r a n . 1430 - 1550
Paper, Indian ink, gouache. 229 sheets. 33.5 x 22 cm
The Nasser D. Khali li Collection, London
.
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The suras appear in the Qur'an according to the num
ber of their ayas, starting with the longest, but with the
single exception of the first sura. Thus the earliest suras
appear at the end, the words with which Muhammad
began his preaching - emotional sermons in which the
Prophet warned his listeners of the approaching end of
the world. The emotional tension in the text of the
Qur'an gradually increases as it continues while the
chronology appears to be going backwards. This is arbi
trary, but acceptable in holy writings, which both may
and must contain a great many contradictions that allow
the reader to comprehend the central idea in a more
complex manner.
Another apparent contradiction characteristic both for
the Qur'an and Islamic culture in general is the existence
of several versions of the text all of which are recognized
as being equally valid. The first written Qur'ans consisted
of words inscribed only with consonants. When Arabic
began to add the pointing indicating vowels, it became
apparent that there were many possible readings and
interpretations of the words . Although the variations
were often small, they could alter the meaning consider
ably. After lengthy discussion, seven 'canonical' versions
of the Qur'an were selected, each reading treated as
equally correct. It is astonishing that this acceptance of
different versions is connected with the general principle
of the unity of Islam in all its forms. Here we find, in fact,
the same happy conjunction of contradictions as we see

Qur'an section

in the heterogeneous Islamic art.

Chinii"(Beijing), 804 1 1401-02
Paper, i n k . watercolours. gold; leather binding. 56 sheets, 24.5 x 17 cm
The Nasser D. Khalili Col lection, London

The content of the Qur'an is on the one hand diverse,
also as regards style, while on the other hand it is

The manuscript is a compamtively early sample of a type of Qur'an produced
by Chinese Muslims under the Ming and Qing dynasties. Their ancestors were
brought from eastern lmn during the Mongol invasion in the 13th century.

extremely compact in its central ideas. The most impor
tant of these is the concept of monotheism: there is only

The text of this manuscript is written in the muhaqqaq script. .

one God. Neither the Jews nor the Christians appear to
honour this basic concept. The Muslims, the true believ
ers, should not allow anything to distract them from ful
filling the obligation to demonstrate their love for God
and to fill their thoughts with Him.

and longest sura is defined with the Arabic word for

The story of humankind, created by God, is set out in
the Qur'an as if it were a river, an arabesque, cycles of

'cow'. It is in this sura that the story is told about how the

civilization.

Children of Israel tried to avoid the obligation laid upon

successive

generation

appeared

tion, human pride overcame piety and the prophets

embroiled the prophet in a lengthy discussion concern

were not believed. As punishment people were all

ing the question as to exactly what sort of cow should be
sacrificed

Each

according to the will of God. Generation after genera

them by Moses to make an offering to God. They

destroyed. The Qur'an recounts these historical narra

(2:67(63)-71(66)) . This is the central story,

tives in a highly summary manner, as a reference to well

with a good many additions and side-tracks all indicating

known events. Such stories cannot be visually illustrated.

and illustrating how the Jews rejected the law of Moses

The course of world history is determined by two major

just as they did that of Muhammad, without really know

acts of Allah. The first is His creation of the 1vorld and

ing much about it.
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people; the second will take place on the Day of
Judgment: the dead will rise again, judgement will be
pronounced, and hist01y will come to an end.
The next basic idea is that all people are divided into
two categories: those who go to Hell and those who
enter Paradise. The description in the Qur'an of punish
ment and reward is perfectly clear. This is discussed
more fully in Chapter 7.
A considerable quantity of the contents of the Qur'an
is dedicated to the third basic idea: rules of conduct.
Belief in Allah and the mission of His Prophet, pilgrim
age, prayer, fasting and mercifulness lead to the bliss of
Paradise. The acts that are forbidden include adultery,
usl!ly, gambling, drunkenness, and eating pork. Laws
are set out dealing with property inheritance, honest
trading, distribution of wealth and general social inter
course. Such subjects proved even less inspiring to the
illustrators than did the historical narratives, although the
linguistic style of these mundane themes remains both
ecstatic and ornamental.
The entire qur'anic preaching consists of short formu
lae, allusions and comments. Indeed, it is through its
commenta1y that the Qur'an achieves its unity. The com
mentaries are an aid to believers, helping them to under
stand the often gnomic utterances. Indeed, the believer
gains an added and enriched understanding from inter
play of formulae and commentary. This is why the con
frontation with a short qur'anic text immediately gives
rise to all kinds of possible meanings and associations, in
a way similar to how a few letters on a computer screen
may call up an entire document and related references.
In this way the text becomes steeped in meaning, far
moi·e so than would at first glance appear.
Another characteristic that increases the meaning of
the text is its many-layered nature. Behind a sentence, a
statement, a narrative or a description there are often
several layers of meaning. Often, the texts in the Qur'an
appear ve1y concrete, not to say earthy. There is frequent
use of jargon and demotic language, of the sort used by
the tradesmen of Mecca, expressions like 'a poor deal', 'a
business bonus' or 'a rip-off'. But on another level these
refer to the value of the true faith and the fate of the
u nbeliever.
There are many descriptions famous for their vivid
ness. Images of hell and paradise astonish with their
concrete detail. We often have the feeling we are being
recounted something that was actually seen, .as in the
story of joseph (Yusuf) that tells how he was rescued
from the well (S. 1 2 : 1 9), or in the description of the flood
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that was sent when Saba' turned against God, and the
dam burst (S. 34: 1 5(14)-17(16)).
The text becomes all the more convincing when it
appears to be an eye-witness account, and the sto1y
becomes more immediate and dramatic. But always, the
deeper significance of the narrative returns, especially
since concrete images don't serve an artistic purpose but
rather are used to reveal a more profound content.
There are several places in the Qur'an where God is
described as a person, where it is said that people are
made in His image, or where mention is made for exam
ple of His hands or the throne upon which He sits. These

anthropomorphic metaphors in no way diminish the

or linked to each other. The same thing happens in the

greatness of Allah but indeed act as a ladder that leads

ornamental art of Islam; it has a mission to present the

up to Him. They are intended as the first mng in the

fundamental feelings and apprehensions that are taught

ascent towards the knowledge of the complex and lofty

by the Qur'an.

being of God. More is to follow, and step by step knowl

Naturally, the Qur'an has many other individual char

edge of God increases. Each step, or layer of knowledge,

acteristics which people need to be well aware of before

is expressed in a brief and simple description. An under

they begin to study it. This chapter has only dealt with

standing of the text may remain limited to one layer or

those features that found an echo, sometimes an expres

mng, but equally may extend to cover a larger area,

sion, in Islamic art - that is, strict monotheism as the

more steps of the ladder.

ideological cornerstone for artistic creation; a mingling

Concrete descriptions of the deeds of the just and of

and melting together of seeming nonchalance with ebul

those who worship many gods, naturalistic descriptions

lient expressiveness; countless variations on one 'canon';

of Paradise

continuous mingling of separate elements to form one

and Hell,

scenes from the

Day of

Judgment - all these open the door onto the profound

whole; and finally, its many-layered nature creating an

religious-philosophical nature of history and help to

arena in which many elements appear to contradict each

understand better the underlying reason for, as well as

other or indeed actually do, whereby the texts acquire a

the nature and the essence of, Hell and Paradise.

magical tone.

The short passages merge into one whole but still

One of the Qur'an's main 'aesthetic' lessons is the holy

remain independent. Indeed, this is one of the most

meaning of the Word, which is a direct intermediary

striking artistic features of the Qur'an. The separate ayas
and the complete suras each have th eir own demarca

the Word, but are of a secondary nature. This explains

between God and people. Other art forms make use of
the absence of figurative art. In this context written script

tions, they are sections in their own right.

and calligraphy obtain a distinctive religious and artistic

In a similar way, it is completely permissible to chant
passages from the Qur'an - or read aloud in a singing

value as being the most suitable means for the direct

manner - in various different ways.

transference of the Word. This explains tpe desubstanti

All the separate elements, however, with all their indi

ated nature of Islamic art and architecture, for it consists

viduality, flow together into one endless stream .. The dif

of an unending stream of ornamentation that embodies

ferent elements may be placed randomly above, below

the divine and formless Word.
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The Language of Islamic Art
Art has a language of its own. It arises out of

guage because they do this using concepts

the feelings and experiences that affect people

which are not immediately recognizable to

the whole world over. At the same time, howev

someone immersed in the language (who has

er, many aspects of art can only be appreciated

spoken it, as it were, from birth). However, if

when they have become very familiar, or have
been studied.
We can divide art into many different compo

the 'native speakers ' study the language more
carefully they will become aware of much that
they had taken for granted, and in the description of

nents. The way in which art gives shapes to things

this possibly discover aspects that are both unexpected

makes it into an active force providing people with types

and inspiring for them.

of aesthetic information that they gradually imbibe. The

The language of art is to a great extent determined by

efforts of the scholarly who devote themselves to the

the basic materials from which the artistic production is

study of art are in most cases attempts to understand

made. In a way, these resemble the individual sounds

what a particular form of art is talking about. Scholars

(phonemes) of a spoken language. Islamic art consists of

search for the key to translate this transference of the

objects made from gold, silver, bronze and similar metal

language of one culture to that of another.
We can speak in a comparatively serious and scientific

alloys, ivory, pottery (glazed and unglazed), rock-crystal
and glass, enamel, parchment, paper, leather, stone,

way about the language of art. It is also possible to use

brick, ceramic tiles and wood. Another aspect of these

the expression 'language of art' in a metaphorical and

basic materials are the methods of decoration, including

somewhat hazy manner, as is generally the case in dis

carving - with high or low relief, writing or drawing

cussions about art. But we can also apply the whole

with paint, or mounted fittings. Finally, in this category

complex apparatus of modern linguistic and semiotic

we should mention the colours used: gold for the sun,

definitions, approa.ching art as we would a written text.

blue for the sky, green for the garden and Paradise, red

Between these extremes lies another way - that uses

for precious stones.

the 'language of culture', a combination of formal analy

Developing from these basic materials - keeping the

sis with contextual understanding of those elements

linguistic image - come 'words' . These fa.ll into another

which play an active role in works of art. Using this

category, a 'dictionary' or lexicon which includes differ

method, studies have for some time now been made of,

ent types of elements acting as motifs or illustrations. In

in particular, medieval cultures including that of Islam.

the first place these are 'signs of the heavens' such as

On analogy with the analysis of language, for the pur

rosettes symbolizing the sun, many types of star shape,

poses of clarity these studies define several groups, or

polygons piled one upon the other, lozenge shapes, the

categories. The division into categories of 'types of art

symbols of the zodiac signs (possibly used in a figurative

expression' is made on the basis of the presence of cer

manner) and astrological signs and astronomical phe

tain elements, at various levels of creation and percep

nomena. In the second place there are the 'signs of the

tion. In this chapter the particular characteristics of

garden', including palmettes, vine tendrils, trees, bushes

Islamic art will be listed, while providing a classification

and bouquets of flowers in vases, animals both wild and

of this art into (language) groups that makes it as com

domestic, and dragons. In the third place come the

prehensible as possible.

human figures, such as the ruler on his throne, courtiers,

Artistic language consists of a way of expressing the

warriors, mounted polo players, musicians, both male

things people feel and understand about the world.

and female singers and dancers, and wine pourers . Many

When we analyze this language we perceive that people

of the figures are astrological signs. Finally, there are the

make a model of the world which they imbue with

'signs of stones', or the symbols of precious stones.

meaning, and then transfer this meaning to others. For

These take the form of ornamental ovals, diamonds,

outsiders it is appreciably easier to decode an artistic !an-

pearl-drops and crystals.

In calligraphy too, we find various categories of artistic
elements which are inherent to the aesthetics of the
Arabic script. We may, for example, distinguish between
elements that claim attention through their flamboyancy,
such as looping letters (almost arabesques), letters that
run sharply upwards with their vertical tails, letters that
transform themselves into plant motifs - leaves, branch
es and fruit, or into human figures, and finally the letters
that are difficult to recognize, being half ornamental geo
metric shapes and half Kufic script.
We also find separate artistic elements in Islamic archi
tecture. Here we may distinguish the following groups:
the court, the central section of the mosque or palace,
the garden, the wall (with or without decoration), the
tower (or the minaret), the decorated doorway at an
entrance, the large niche
(iwan) and the pillars .
There were different types
of pillars, combinations
of slender and thick pil
lars, and a fusion of pillars
into galleries with one or
two levels, creating the
effect of a kind of 'pillared
woodland'. One particular
and interesting architec
tural element, highly char
acteristic for Islamic art,
were the so-called stalac
tites (muqarnas) resem
bling arches filled with
wondrous dripping stone
endlessly repeated and
thereby creating the effect
of an infinitely intricate
honeycomb. The gardens
were laid out with various
combinations of types of
plant - bushes, trees, and
flowers set in a scheme of
pools and streams. An
important visual element
was the reflections in the

water of buildings and plants. The twitter of birds and
the sound of their wings in flight formed an inextricable
part of this, as did the scent of various flowers and the
incense that wafted into the air from place to place.
The above may be seen as the lexical level, containing
the basic elements. The next level is the morphological
(incorporating new variant forms as when a word
declines, while retaining its root). Here we may distin
guish several recurring, complex compositions. The first
are the arabesques: these may be formed by the unend
ing branches of the vine, that string onto one necklace as
it were the leaves and bunches of grapes, the tendrils
and the isolated fruit. Second come the geometric sec
tions of the space, such as a rectangular page, part of a
wall, a dome rising into the sky, or craving in a niche.
Polygons piled upon each
other, lozenges and star
shapes, often created as 'it
were by chance, flow
together into one space
that is forever changing in
size because it is affected
by the interaction of
neighbouring geometric
elements.
Close to this we find the
third type, the medallions.
These are closed areas that
are crammed full of large
and small (often plant)
ornamentation. The back
ground of these areas
often contains many pat
terns but equally well may
be completely empty. In
this category we should
also mention circular
inscriptions in which let
ters resembling arabes
ques entice into their pres
ence a quantity of plant
and geometric motifs. And
finally, we list an impor-

Copy of the Q u r'an
I r a n . 1 2 0 2 1 1787-88
Paper, I n d i a n i n k . 242 folios, 29 x 18.6 cm
"'[he Nasser D. Khalili Collectio n , London
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tant and deviant type: this will be a tableau such as a
banquet, a dance, a musical performance , a hunting
scene, a duel, polo played by horsemen, the game of
backgammon, or an 'epos' which would be an intricate
presentation of astrological signs such as a certain's per
son's horoscope.
The above-mentioned, as well as other combinations
of elements may all be seen as conforming to ce1tain
principles which may be placed under the heading 'syn
tax'. By far the most important of these principles is that
the elements in question should be ornamental. A large
emphasis is placed on the express repetition of elements
(for example, the repetition of the name of Allah) . Here
too should be listed the endlessly on-flowing uncomplet
ed nature of the composition, even when it is not
abstract.
The first is the movement of the (lexical) elements in
various directions. The movements shift in arabesques
making a line across the horizontal surface, interrupted
by the delicate motifs of each curl . In purely geometric
compositions the movement explores the depth - the
space expands and the ornamentation is absorbed into it
The continuity of the movement is emphasized by sepa
rate accented figures, such as the cliffs against which the
waves of the ornamentation beat. A similar role is played
by medallions of figures representing wild animals in a
plant-filled jungle.
The second aspect is the use of surface area, that may
be seen as a 'game' . Sometimes this surface is entirely
filled with subtle patterns, often subdivided into the
main pattern, a smaller one and a still smaller one.
In other cases sections are left empty in order to create
a contrast. This can be seen in particular on medallions
in books, on silver flatware and services, and on carpets .

O rnamental composition
for the poem "Ikbal-Nameh".
The manuscript "Khamsa" by Nizami
l ra n . 1431
Paper, gouache, gold
The State Hermitage Museum. St Petersburg

O rnamental composition
fo r the poem "Khusraw and Shirin".
The manuscript "Khamsa " by Nizami
I r a n , 1431
Paper. gouache, gold
The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg

The Hilyah (the verbal image of the Prophet
Muhammad)
Turkey, 1239 / 1823-24
Paper, Indian ink, gouache. 48.5 x 30.5 cm
The Nasser D. Khaliti Collection, London
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The most extreme form can be found in the sobriety of

undetected.

the facades of Islamic buildings, both public and - even

obvious - indeed, almost self-evident, as in the magic

more so - private. This creates a sharp contrast with the

content of certain inscriptions and motifs.

luxuriousness and the accent on aesthetic pleasure

In others , the secondary meaning is

The presence of a second, third or even fourth layer of

which is to be found in the interiors.

meaning in objects of applied art bestowed a more pro

The third striking aspect is the combination of abstract

found value on daily life; it became transformed (in com

and highly concrete elements side by side. For example,

plete agreement with the Islamic belief in the indivisibili

there are realistic bunches of grapes and carafes within

ty of the earthly and the heavenly) into an intimation of

arabesques. The illusion is created that these objects can

something more sublime. And at the same time the link

actually be touched and held and reference is made to

between the describer and the described became more

wine as the symbol of mystical intoxication arising from

complex since the 'described' might well contain several

the love for God. This produces a complex of meanings

dimensions. The entire system of Islamic art was an

and implications which are to be found in all the ele

extension and reflection of the suggestions of ideas

ments and compositions connected with the language of

found in the Qur'an. The many confirmations and reaffir

Islamic art.

mations of basic formulae converted this into more than

Continuing with the linguistic analogy, we may also

mere knowledge - it became part of people's uncon

make use of the linguistic term of the ' describer' - as

scious. This widened the audience of believers consider

opposed to the 'described' . Here we are primarily con

ably. The basic ideas - expressed in patterns and deco

cerned with perception. Select at random any monument

ration - were accessible to everyone, according to the

of Islamic art or architecture - these last-mentioned may

level of their education and spiritual development.

be apparent at various levels. The lowest level is the

Everyday objects could become the vehicle for spiritual

ordinary everyday perception of the object, of an attrac

understanding or exercise, such as meditation. In this

tive motif or a detail that is recognized. The highest level

way Islamic teaching and art offer the believer the possi
bility of solving questions that have arisen through his-

is that of the theological or indeed, what should be
called the mystical, as a way of approaching nearer to

. torical changes.

God or of demonstrating one's love for Him. Translated

There are two ideas in Islamic art that occur repeatedly

into terms of the 'described', Islamic poets have written

at various levels with varying degrees of clarity and

many verses about wine and profane love, poetry of

directness, both of them clamping art securely to reli

supreme beauty describing human feelings and situa

gion. The first idea is that of the reality of God.

tions. However, seen at a higher level, these poems are

Art contains many allusions to the image of God,

an attempt to describe the intoxicated ecstasy of the mys

which people cannot apprehend. It nevertheless pro

tic and to recount the love of God. Earthly elements

vides the aesthetic possibility of referring to His Being as

were thus used as symbolic of and as references to,

the very essence of beauty and goodness, and the prom

divine inspiration, and indeed as a means of rnerging

ise that meeting with Him will be something indescrib
ably sublime. The second idea is that of a Paradise to

into and becoming part of the divine world.

come, created for the just to inhabit, a place of peace

The applied art of Islam also contains allusions to and
evidence of an indirect link with other, higher levels of

and plenitude. Almost all Islamic art is a reminder of this.

knowledge. These may be the signs and reflections of

Beautiful objects, exquisite buildings serve not only to

pious thoughts, of supernatural forces which bring good

delight the Muslim in this world; they are a promise of

luck (talismans) and divine favour, and finally of the

grace to come. They are the hopeful confirmation that

world in which God reveals to people an aspect of His

the religion of Islam is the one true faith.

Divine Being. In some cases the allusion almost goes
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Paradise - the Major Theme of Islamic Art
Or again:

The Qur'an was revealed to people to warn
them against the coming Day of Judgment. The
early suras are filled with emotional and vivid
descriptions of the end of the world, the pangs of
hell and the pleasures of paradise. It will be a day of
doom and terror,

When the Sky is rent asunder
And hearkens to (the Command of) its Lord 
And it must needs (do so);
And when the Earth is flattened out,
And casts forth what is within it.
And becomes (clean) empty,
And hearkens to (the Command of) its Lord 
And it must needs (do so)
(Then will come home the full Reality)
(S. 84:1 -5)

The book describes how the dead will arise from their
graves:

When the Sky is cleft asunder;
When the Stars are scattered;
When the Oceans are suffered to burst forth;
And when the Graves are turned upside down; 
(Then) shall each soul know
What it bath sentforward
And what it bath kept back.
(S. 82:1-5)

And, more extensively:

·

When the sun (with its spacious light) is folded
up;
When the stars fall, losing their lustre;
When the mountains vanish (like a mirage );
When the she-camels, ten months with young,
Are left untended;
When the wild beasts are herded together
(In human habitations);
When the oceans boil over with a swell;
When the souls are sorted out
(Being joined, like with like);
When the female (infant), buried alive,
Is questioned For what crime she was killed;
When the Scrolls are laid open;
When the World on High is unveiled;
When the Blazing Fire
Is kindled to fierce heat;
And when the Garden is brought near; Then shall each soul know
What it has put forward.
(S. 8 1 : 1-14)

Verily, the Day of Sorting Out
Is a thing appointed, The Day that the Trumpet
Shall be sounded, and ye
Shall come forth in crowds;
And the heavens shall be opened
As if there were doors,
And the mountains shall vanish
As if they were a mirage.
(S. 78: 1 7-20)

These are the dramatic descriptions of the end of the
world, the Islamic Apocalypse. It is arguable that the
whole of the Qur'an is a sermon prophesying the end of
time, and offering a prescription for how to prepare for
this end. For people are presented with a choice. One
possibility is direful:
Therefore do I warn you

Of a Fire blazing fiercely;
None shall reach it
But those most unfortunate ones
Who give the lie to Truth
And turn their backs.
(S 92: 1 4-16)

And the Wicked They will be in the Fire,
Which they will enter
On the Day ofjudgment
And the); will not be able
To keep away therefrom.
( S . 82: 1 4-16)

Some faces, that Day
Will be humiliated,
Labouring (hard), weary, The while they enter the Blazing Fire, The while they are given to drink
Of a boiling hot spring,
No food will there be for them
But a bitter Dhari [a bitter, vile-smelling plant]
Which will neither nourish
Nor satisfy hunger.
(S. 88:2-7)

Or again:

In front of such a one
Is Hell, and he is given
For drink, boiling fetid water.

In gulps will he drink it
But never will he be near
Swallowing it down his throat;
Death will come to him
From every quarter, yet
He will not die: and
In front of him will be
A chastisement unrelenting.
(5. 1 4 : 1 6- 1 7)

•

The Companions of the Left Hand What will be the Companions of the Left Hand?
(They will be) in the midst
Of a fierce Blast of Fire
And in Boiling Water,
And in the shades of Black Smoke:
Nothing (will there be)
To reFesh nor to please:
For that they were wont
To be indulged, before that
In wealth (and luxury),
And persisted obstinately
In wickedness supreme!
And they used to say,
What! When we die
And become dust and bones
Shall we then indeed
Be raised up again? (We) and our fathers of old?'
Say: Yea, those of old
And those of later times,
All will certainly be
Gathered together for the meeting
Appointed for a Day well-known .
Then will ye truly 0 ye that do wrong,
And treat Truth as Falsehood! Ye will surely taste
Of the Tree of Zaqqwn. [the Cursed Tree]
Then will ye fill
Your insides therewith
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Two tile panels
Iran, 17th century
Faience, polychrome painting. 165 x 133; 168 x 135 cm
The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg

These two mirror depictions of multi-figured scenes are composed
of separate tiles. On the background of a park pavilion, cypresses,
blossoming trees and bushes represented are feasting people,
musicians and servants. Between them, are scauered fruit and wine
vessels with narrow and long necks. This traditional scene contains
some elements which impart it not an official, but rather an
amusing character.
it can be assumed that such tile panels used to decorate small
palace pavilions in vast gardens and hunting parks of rulers where
quite a narrow circle of people was admitted to.
Such pavilions decorated with bright tile panels glittering in the sun
were usually built in the deep of cypress alleys and were surround
ed with canals, pools and fountains. They were to be perceived as
an earthly reflection of Paradise.

Then shall their return
Be to the (Blazing) Fire.

And drink Boiling Water
On top of it
Indeed, ye shall drink
Like diseased camels
Raging with thirst!
Such will be their entertainment
On the Day of Requital!

(S. 37:62-68)

Those who reject Our Signs, We shall soon
Cast into the Fire:
As often as their skins are roasted through,
We shall change them forfresh skins,
That they may taste the penalty:
For God is Exalted in Power, and Wise.

(S. 56:41-56)

Is that the better entertainment
Or the Tree of Zaqqum?
For we have truly made it (as)
a trial for the wrong-doers.
For it is a tree
That springs out of the bottom of Hell-fire:
The shoots of its fruit-stalks
Are like the heads of devils:
Truly they will eat thereof
And fill their bellies therewith .
Then on top of that
They will be given a mixture
Made qf boiling water.

(S. 4: 56)

The horrors of the inevitable catastrophe and possible
punishment are intended to shake people out of their
apathy and force them to listen to Allah. The preaching
of Muhammad, as we know, had a tremendous impact
but didn't lead to a mass conversion. A handful of fol
lowers grew into an active community when the inhabi
tants of Yathrib (Medina) started to believe in Allah.
Their motives were mixed: partly spiritual, partly politi-
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ea! . After Muhammad had convinced the people of
Mecca of the power of his system of belief, there fol
lowed a mass conversion. But it took time before the
conquered countries would become Islamic. The inhabi
tants of those districts didn't convert to Islam out of fear,
but because of a social system which held advantages for
the converts.
Those who did not accept the new faith were forced to
fulfil certain (considerable) obligations. This proved a
more effective method of winning people over than
holding up the threat of a direful massacre or the pangs
of hell-fire.
From the very start the sermons, together with the sto
ry ohhe punishments and terrible tortures, spoke of the
blissful lot which lay in store for true believers. On the
whole, descriptions of Hell and Paradise balance each
other in the Qur'an. Both are spiced with unambiguous
language intended to arouse the listener. The images
used are highly realistic and comprehensible for evety
Arab. However, it should be said that the image of
Paradise in the Qur'an is extremely detailed, and diffuses
a sense of delight.
A picture is drawn of a shadowy garden, where the
righteous recline on soft beds, feasting in the presence of
beautiful virgins. Naturally, a description of this sort only
projects a superficial understanding. Concrete, sensitive
images were an expression of a deeper spiritual ecstasy
which would be expressed in terms that the simplest lis
tener could understand. Furthermore, this demonstrates
the many ways in which the Qur'an may be understood.
Depending on the apprehension of the listener, the
129

image of Paradise found its response in the soul of the
desett Bedouin or the fierce warrior (both commander
and foot soldier), the philosopher, the theologian and
the mystic. The practical element of the sermon proved
highly adaptable in supporting the general aim, that of
convincing and convetting, which had developed in the
earliest phases of Islam.
The pictures of Paradise in the Qur'an are so vivid that
some oriental scholars have suggested that Muhammad
was inspired by the mosaics he had seen in Christian
li6JM!C! ••,,
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churches. This seems most improbable, but the style of

No after-ache wilt they receive therefrom,
Not will they suffer intoxication.
And with fruits, any that they may select:
And the flesh offowls, any that they may desire.
And (there will be female) Companions
With beautiful, big, and lustrous eyes, Like unto Pearls, well-guarded.
A Reward for the Deeds of their past (Life).
No frivolity will they hear therein
Nor any taint of ill,
Only the saying, ·Peace! Peace!·
The Companions of the Right Hand What will be the Companions of the Right Hand?
They will be among late-trees without thorns,
A mong Talh trees [possibly a kind of Acacia]
With flowers (orfruits) piled one above another, In shade long-extended, by waterflowing
constantly,
And fruit in abundance.
Whose season is not limited, nor (supply)
forbidden,
A nd on Thrones (of Dignity) raised high.
We have created (their Companions)
Of special creation
And made them (virgin-pure and undefiled), Beloved (by nature), equal in age, For the Companions qf the Right Hand.
A (goodly) numberfrom those of old,
And a (goodly) numberfrom those of later times.

the Qur'an incorporates comparably sensuous images.

But God will deliver them
From the evil of that Day
And will shed over them a Light
Of Beauty and a (blissful) joy.
And because they were patient and constant
He will reward them with a Garden
And (garments of) silk.
Reclining in the (Gm'den) on raised thrones
They will see there neither the sun 's (excessive
heat)
Not the moon 's (excessive cold) .
And the shades of the (Garden)
Will come low over them,
A nd the bunches (offruit) there
Will hang low in humility.
And amongst them will be passed round
Vessels of silver and goblets of crystal.
Crystal-clear, made of silver:
They will determine the measure thereof
(According to their wishes).
And they will be given
To drink there of a Cup
(Of wine) mixed with Zanjabil [ginger]
A fountain there called Salsabil ['Seek the Way'] .
And round about them will (serve) youths
Ofperpetual freshness:
if thou seest them, thou wouldst think them
Scattered Pearls.
And when thou lookest,
It is thqre thou wilt see
·
A Bliss, and a Realm Magnificent.
Upon them will be Green Garments
Offine silk and heavy brocade
And they will be adorned
With Bracelets of silver;
And their Lord will give to them to drink
Of a Wine Pure and Holy.
Verily, this is a Reward for you
And your Endeavour is accepted and recog
nized.

(S. 56: 1 1 -39)

And again:

But for such as fear
The time when they will
Stand before their Lord,
There will be two Gardens Then which of the favours
Ofyour Lord will ye deny? 
In them (each) will be
Two Springs flowing (free);
Then which of the favours
Ofyour Lord will ye deny? 
In them will be Fruits
Of eve1y kind, two and two.
Then which of the favours
Ofyour L01'd will ye deny? 
They will recline on Carpets
Whose inner linings will be
Of rich brocade: the Fruit
Of the Gardens will be
Near (and easy of reach).
Then which of the favours
Ofyour Lord will ye deny?
In them will be (Maidens)
Chaste, restraining their glances,
Whom no man or ]inn
Before them has touched; Then which of the favours

(S. 76: 1 1-22)

Or the passage:

These will be those nearest to God:
In Gardens of Bliss.
A number qfpeople from those of old,
And a few from those of later times.
(They will be) on Thrones
Encrusted (with gold and precious stones),
Reclining on them, facing each other.
Round about them will (serve)
Youths ofperpetual (freshness),
With goblets, (shining) beakers
And cups (filled) out of
Clear-flowing fountains:
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Ofyour Lord will ye deny? 
Like unto rubies and coral.
Then which of the favours
Ofyour Lord will ye deny?
Is there any Reward
For Good - other than Good?
Then which of the favours
Ofyour Lord will ye deny?

_

And beside these two,
There are two other Gardens, Then which of the favours
Ofyour Lord will ye deny? 
Dark-green in colour
(From plentiful watering).
Then which of the favours
Ofyour Lord will ye deny?
In them (each) will be
Two Springs pouring forth water
In continuous abundance:
Then which of the favours
Ofyour Lord will ye deny?
In them will be Fruits
And dates and pomegranates:
Then which of the favours
Ofyour Lord will ye deny?
In them will be
Fair (Companions), good and beautiful; Then which of the favours
Ofyour Lord will ye deny?
Companions restrained (as to
Their glances), in (goodly) pavilions; Then wh ich of the favours
Ofyour Lord will ye deny? Whom no man of]inn
Before them has touched; Then which of the favours
Ofyour Lord will ye deny? 
Reclining on green Cushions
And rich Carpets of beauty.
Then which of the favours
Ofyour Lord will ye deny?
Blessed be the Name of thy Lord,
Full of Majesty, Bounty and Honour.

Dancer
I r a n , first q u a rter o f t h e 19th century
Oil on canvas. 158 x 90 cm
The State Herm itage Museum, St Petersburg

(S. 55:46-78)

There are also shorter descriptions that are less formal:
Here is a Parable of the Garden
which the righteous are promised:
In it are rivers of water incorruptible;
Rivers of milk
Of which the taste never changes;
rivers of wine, a joy
To those who drink;
And rivers of honey pure and clear.
In it there are for them
All kinds offruits;
And Grace from thei1· Lord.

A convivial party
Miniature (dyptich)
Riza-i-Abbasi
�paH. 1020 / 1612
Paper, gouache, gold. 26 x 16.7; 26.2 x 16.5 cm
The State Hermitage M useum, St Petersburg
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(Can those in such Bliss)
Be compared to such as
Shall dwell for ever
In the Fire, and be given
To drink, boiling water
So that it cuts up
Their bowels (to pieces)?
(S. 47:1 5-16)

And again:

But those who believe
A nd do deeds of righteousness,
We shall soon admit to Gardens,
With rivers flowing beneath, Their eternal home:
Therein shall they have
Companions pure and holy:
We shall admit them
To shades, cool and ever deepening.
(S. 4:57)

Or:

(Other) faces that Day will be joyful
Pleased with their Striving, In a Garden on high,
Where they shall hear
No (word) of vanity:
Therein will be
A bubbling spring·
Therein will be Thrones
(Of dignity), raised on high,
Goblets placed (ready),
And cushions set in rows,
And rich carpets (all) spread out.

Ewer
Egypt, 10th century
Rock crystal , silver. carving. Height 19.8 cm
The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg

(S. 88:8- 16)

And finally:

Truly the Righteous will be in Bliss:
On Thrones (of Dignity)
Will they command a sight
(Of all things):
Thou wilt recognize in their Faces
The beaming brightness of Bliss.
Their thirst will be slaked
With Pure Wine sealed:
The seal thereof will be Musk: and for this
Let those aspire, who have aspirations.
With it will be (given)
A mixture of Tasnim:
A spring, from (the waters)
Whereof drink those nearest to God.
(S. 83:22-28)

Generally speaking, the picture of Paradise is given in

Ewer

concrete and detailed terms . It consists in the first place

Egypt, 10th - 1 1th century, with 17th·century Turkish additions
Rock crystal , gold , coloured stones, carving. Height 16.8 cm
The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg

of gardens (Paradise itself is called in Islam
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djanna,

appeal to the people of the desert countries of the Near
and Middle East.
At the same time as being down-to-earth, the descrip
tion is also mysterious. Somewhere in these paradisal
gardens lies the source of the holy text of the Qur'an,
somewhere there grows the Tree of Life. There are constant references to the presence of Allah. Also,
there is a mysterious element in the fact
that some words and names of waters and
drinks found in the Qur'an were unknown to
the Arabs before Muhammad. The hermetic
associations are further increased with the intro
duction of new and incomprehensible words that
drunken.
give the Qur'an its special rhythm and particular
In the cool shade of the gardens the righteous
charm. Nor should it be forgotten that behind
will enjoy eternal bliss. They will recline on soft
everyday words there are other, less immediate,
beds, propped upon brocade-covered cushions.
meanings and associations.
Cushions are scattered all around and tents are
Behind the concrete, realistic images of the
set up. Moving gracefully about are beautiful
Qur'an there lurks a more profound meaning.
maidens with lovely eyes. The righteous are
Contentment and delight, the rewards of the
clothed in rich garments of green brocade
their
righteous, appear at first sight to be merely
served
are
They
with silver jewellety.
physical. In fact, they represent the bliss of
forever
are
who
drinks by lovely boys
and
God's grace, that full spiritual tranquillity,
silver
young. They bear goblets of
the joy of approaching into the presence
crystal, fruits of all kinds and game
of God. For this is - beneath the
birds. They drink water, honey,
realistic representations and just as in
milk and wine of a good vintage
the poetry of the mystics - the
'and sealed with musk'. There is
essence of Paradise.
no bickering, nor frivolous talk
We find a similar deeper meaning
in these gardens; only such
when reading the descriptions of
words are head as 'Peace,
the blessed in Paradise. There they
peace'.
have their fill of those things that
In the descriptions there are
were forbidden in this world. They
with
s
comparison
incidental
s
drink wine, they enjoy unrestrictsemi-preciou
precious and
ed carnal pleasures, they are
stones such as pearls, rubies
surrounded by objects of lux
and rock-crystal. The
ury. All this, however, also
colour green predomi
has a symbolic level: it is to
nates - the colour of the
show that in Paradise the right
garden and of the sumptu
eous are recompensed for their
ous garments worn by the
pious lives, for the self-imposed restric
blessed, while red gleams through in
tions of this world. In fact, the joys of
the rubies and the pomegranates.
Reservoirfor a qalian
I ra n , 1st half of the 19th century
Paradise are spiritual ones. Only they
The description is that of a dweller
Gold, enamel. Height 20.2 cm
cannot be described except in material
The State Herm itage Museum, St Petersburg
in the desert - what can afford
terms and using images of earthly
greater joy than reaching shade and
objects.
water after the long day's heat? The
Copy of the Q u r'an
Islamic theology has probed deeply
images are vivid and almost tangible,
I r a n , 1336 - 5 7
into
the question of paradisal pleasure.
we feel the coolness, we slake our Paper, Indian i n c , gouache. 5 1 sheets, 4 2 . 6 x 31 cm
The Nasser D . Khalili Collection, London
Scholars
have not only alluded to the
thirst. Clearly, these are pictures to
which literally means 'garden(s)'). Shadowy trees grew
there, bearing at the same time both blossom and fruit
that hung low ready to be plucked. Trees that generally
had thorns now had smooth barks. Scattered around
were acacias, palms and pomegranate trees. Through the
gardens flowed broad rivers and bubbled limpid brooks:
names are given to them, such as Kafur and
Salsabil . There was water that never
became fetid, sometimes spiced with a plant
such as ginger. Furthermore there were
streams of milk that never became rancid, purest
honey and finally wine that didn't make people
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possibility, they have indeed stressed the fact that the

pose, serve as more or less formalised representations of

qur'anic ayas are ambiguous. They have shown indis

the garden - which in the first place is the Garden of

putably that behind the physical images there are refer

Paradise. The carpets often contain pictures of streams

ences to intellectual and spiritual delights. Debates have

and rivers, fountains and lakes as if they had arisen from

also arisen in the context of Paradise over the qur'anic

a description in the Qur'an of the waters of Paradise.

expression 'the person of Allah'. Some hold that the

Finally, there were also the earthly gardens, which

greatest joy for the righteous in Paradise will be to

occupy an extremely important place in the Islamic aes

behold God (face to face) . Others, however, fiercely

thetic system, being a reflection of the heavenly ones. In

refute the notion that God can be seen in this way, while

Granada, the famous gardens were given the name

still others support the opinion that God can be seen, but

Djannat al-arifin, meaning 'gardens of those who know

then 'without form or being'. In general terms it is agreed

the truth', which in one explanation is a reference to the

that in Paradise people approach into the presence of

inhabitants of Paradise. Also, the park around the mau
soleum of Taj Mahal was consciously planned to suggest

God and perceive Him to a certain degree.

the gardens of Paradise, as is apparent not only from the

All the qur'anic images with their many explanations
have become part of the general and psychological men

ground plan but also from inscriptions on the buildings

tal scenario of the broad mass of the population. The

which bear citations from the qur'anic descriptions of

picture of Paradise gradually became the main topic of

Paradise.

sermons. In speaking of Paradise, comparisons were

Eve1y plant decoration referred to some extent to the

made with beautiful objects from daily life which served

gardens of Paradise. Thus the walls of the Ottoman

as symbols for something more profound and complex.

mosques are covered with tiles bearing many distinct

Earthly beauty was a reflection of the splendour of

plant motifs. This is a faithful analogy with the very first

Paradise.

monumental buildings of Islam.
Luxury items, too, referred to the delights to come -

This explains why Islamic art, both the religious and
the secular, has chosen Paradise as the most important

they were but pale reflections

theme that can be represented or referred to. This was

in Paradise. A hierarchical line developed: the splendour

partly made possible because of the prohibition against

and luxuriousness of the paradisal life was expressed in

making pictures of holy personages, partly also because

the first place by objects of gold and silver; then fol

of the general precept to think, speak, and make with

lowed bronze and ceramics; finally came lustreware, that

only Allah in one's mind. Paradise is, after all, both what

gave a clear reflection and had the gleam of metal. This

God has promised to the righteous and also the place

sheen was a constant reminder of light, God's prima1y

where He dwells, where He is closest to humankind.

attribute, and was embodied symbolically in lamps and
everything that glittered and gleamed.

The first Islamic religious works of art to proclaim
loudly the victory of the new religion were mosaics , for

Beautiful objects made from rock crystal, silver

exzample, on the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem arid the

beakers and other domestic ware were even some of the

Umayyad mosque in Damascus: they illustrate gardens

items found in the qur'anic description of Paradise.

that are filled with verdure and opulence . Clearly, these

These too symbolized the future union with God, as did
Sufic verses in which intoxication with wine or love rep

are the gardens of Paradise.

·

ata suggestions of the life

It should be pointed out, however, that in some

resented mystic radiance. And the banquet scenes so fre

Damascus mosaics as well as rivers and trees there are

quently encountered in Islamic art, with pictures of musi

pictures of many noteworthy buildings. It is quite possi

cians and dancers may simply be explained as visions

ble that here we have one of the later (post-qur'anic)

presaging the feasts of Paradise or symbols of spiritual

impressions of Paradise imagined as a city, comparable

blessedness expressed in a human language (as in the

to the Christian representations in that period of the city

Qur'an).
This kind of deeper meaning, often not entirely pre

of Jerusalem.

cise and nowhere explained more fully; gave an impres

The mihrab with its lamp shedding holy light bears a
reference to entrance into Paradise, often taking the form

sion of myste1y, of something beautiful that was holy

of pictures of trees and vases of flowers. This iconogra

and welcome. Almost all Islamic art in some way or

phy was adopted for prayer rugs with a similar function.

another tells a story about Paradise, alludes to it, refers to

Indeed, all carpets, whether or not with a religious pur-

it almost by every its piece.
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In Europe and the Near East, medieval art was always
strongly influenced by religion. Indeed, it was dedicated
to religion. In Islamic art, unlike its Christian counterpart,
this was not so evident: it had no statues representing
living forms, it had no Stations of the Cross, no pictures
of martyred saints or holy ascetics. Islamic art at first
glance appears non-religious. That is, however, by defi
nition impossible, since in Islam no distinction is made
between the earthly and the heavenly life. This attitude
underlies Islam's history, and its social and cultural life
(although gradually a wave of deviations did arise) .
A careful investigation reveals the true nature of
Islamic art. It doesn't force itself upon the viewer, but
calmly and steadfastly bears witness to two things: God
and Paradise. Put another way, it speaks of the dogma of
the One Indivisible God and the blessedness of life after
this world, that are the chief treasures of the Muslim.
Islamic art doesn't illustrate the Qur'an but offers an
abstract artistic account of its chief ideas.
This account is not only attractive, it is also cheerful.
Islamic religious buildings are intended to create warmth
from the inside outwards, to offer delight to the believer.
Abstract references to God are magnified, are made
amazingly intricate, but they do not scare off or over
whelm. The pictures of Paradise, or the descriptions of it,
recount in a simple manner the blessed state which will

be the reward of the righteous. Islam entices people with
the promise of goodness, with the excitement of insight
and a revivifying outlook. The pictures of Hell, that
occupy a seconda1y place in the Qur'an, are less realistic
than those of Paradise.
Finally, a word of comparison between Islamic art and
Christian art. The main difference between the two lies
in their approach. In Christian art the emphasis falls on
the forgiveness of sins, the suffering of the Son of God
that should be deeply felt by every Christian. God,
embodied in His church, is a terrible god and forces His
servants to be humble. The greatest means of making
sinners toe the line is the fear of Hell. Man is born sinful.
In essence, the two religions, Islam and Christianity,
are not dissimilar. Like Islam, Christianity promises peo
ple heavenly bliss. And Christian ritual and Christian art
bring to those who truly believe an overwhelming sense
of joy. But the approaches, the methods of the two, are
quite different. While Christian art tries to convince the
believer by emphasizing the suffering (of Christ), Islamic
art attempts to uplift the believer with the promise of
bliss although both deal with the same categories.
We should not forget, however, that at one time or
another, both make use of these two approaches. Islamic
art and the art of the Christian tradition are after all two
branches of the same tree.
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Tray. Detail
Iraq. First ha lf- middle of the 13th century
Bronze (brass), silver, ham mered, i n laid. Diameter 44 cm
The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg

Tray
Iran. 9th - 10th century
Bronze (brass), ham mered, chased. Dia meter 73.5 cm
The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg
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Tray
Iran. Late 14th century
Cooper, ham mered, engraved. Diameter 70 cm
The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg

Tray
Syria. Mid-13th century
Bronze (brass), silver, ham mered, inlaid. Diameter 43.1 cm
The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg
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Table_
By Abu-1 Qasim al Huseini al-lsfahani
1301 1 1883-1884
Wood, painted i n lacquer. Height of the table 77 cm;
dia meter of the top 52.5 cm
The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg
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